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ABSTRACT
Wireless communications systems underwent an evolution as the voice oriented applications evolved
to data and multimedia based services. Furthermore, current wireless technologies, regulations and the un-
derstanding of the technology are insucient for the requirements of future wireless systems. Along with the
rapid rise at the number of users, increasing demand for more communications capacity to deploy multimedia
applications entail eective utilization of communications resources. Therefore, there is a need for eective
spectrum allocation, adaptive and complex modulation, error recovery, channel estimation, diversity and code
design techniques to allow high data rates while maintaining desired quality of service, and reconfigurable
and flexible air interface technologies for better interference and fading management. However, traditional
communications system design is based on allocating fixed amounts of resources to the user and does not
consider adaptive spectrum utilization.
Technologies which will lead to adaptive, intelligent, and aware wireless communications systems
are expected to come up with consistent methodologies to provide solutions for the capacity, interference, and
reliability problems of the wireless networks. Spectrum sensing feature of cognitive radio systems are a step
forward to better recognize the problems and to achieve ecient spectrum allocation. On the other hand, even
though spectrum sensing can constitute a solid base to achieve the reconfigurability and awareness goals of
next generation networks, a new perspective is required to benefit from the whole dimensions of the available
electro hyperspace. Therefore, spectrum sensing should evolve to a more general and comprehensive aware-
ness providing a mechanism, not only as a part of CR systems which provide channel occupancy information
but also as a communication environment awareness component of dynamic spectrum access paradigm which
can adapt sensing parameters autonomously to ensure robust identification and parameter estimation for the
signals over the monitored spectrum. Such an approach will lead to recognition of communications oppor-
tunities in dierent dimensions of spectrum hyperspace, and provide necessary information about the air
interfaces, access techniques and waveforms that are deployed over the monitored spectrum to accomplish
adaptive resource management and spectrum access.
vi
We define multidimensional signal analysis as a methodology, which not only provides the informa-
tion that the spectrum hyperspace dimension in interest is occupied or not, but also reveals the underlaying
information regarding to the parameters, such as employed channel access methods, duplexing techniques and
other parameters related to the air interfaces of the signals accessing to the monitored channels and more. To
achieve multidimensional signal analysis, a comprehensive sensing, classification, and a detection approach
is required at the initial stage. In this thesis, we propose the multidimensional signal analysis procedures
under signal identification algorithms in time, frequency. Moreover, an angle of arrival estimation system for
wireless signals, and a spectrum usage modeling and prediction method are proposed as multidimensional
signal analysis functionalities.
vii
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Wireless communications systems underwent an evolution as the voice oriented applications evolved
to data and multimedia based services. Eventually, the progress of wireless technologies and standards from
the first generation through the fourth and beyond led to the prevalence of wireless services among daily
users triggering an extensive growth on the demand for wireless communications services. Along with the
rapid rise at the number of users, increasing demand for more communications capacity to deploy multimedia
applications entail eective utilization of communications resources. As a matter of fact, this is a require-
ment which stems from the limited resources e.g., frequency spectrum, physical limits on communications,
e.g., data transmission limitations indicated by Shannon - Hartley Theorem and the characteristics of wire-
less channel itself. When the current state of the wireless technologies is considered, improvements can be
achieved in terms of
 eective spectrum allocation,
 adaptive and complex modulation, error recovery, channel estimation, diversity and code design
techniques to allow high data rates while maintaining desired quality of service (QoS),
 reconfigurable and flexible air interface technologies for better interference and fading manage-
ment, and
 cooperation of these concepts in an environment that they exist along with the present wireless
technologies.
Traditional communications system design is based on allocating fixed amounts of resources to
the user and does not consider adaptive spectrum utilization. Therefore, when the first item is considered
from this point of view, Federal Communications Commission (FCC) frequency allocation chart indicates
the scarcity of frequency bands, especially at the Ultra-high frequency (UHF) range for the United States
of America and new spectrum allocation auctions can be seen as a straightforward answer to the problem.
However, this will be a temporarily solution and the scarcity problems will reemerge by the time as the
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user numbers grow. Adaptive design methodologies, on the other hand, identify the requirements of the
user constantly, and then allocate just enough resources, thus enabling more ecient utilization of the sys-
tem resources and consequently improve the total capacity utilization. When the spectrum allocations are
considered from this point of view, it can be seen that in reality, dynamic usage of the spectrum must be dis-
tinguished from the static usage because while the static transmitters such as digital tv signals continuously
occupy the spectrum, the dynamic users do not transmit consistently. Therefore, the intermittent utilization of
the dynamic users leads to new communications opportunities, and can be exploited to access the spectrum.
This dynamic spectrum access (DSA) paradigm is one of the main improvement points to achieve ecient
frequency spectrum utilization.
Beyond the studies and definitions on radio systems which are computationally intelligent to choose
and support multiple variations of wireless communications systems [1], widely accepted terminology to
achieve ecient frequency spectrum utilization is introduced through software defined radios (SDR) and later
on cognitive radios (CR) by Joseph Mitola III [2]. Cognitive radio technology introduces secondary users to
the wireless spectrum for opportunistic spectrum access (OSA) and allocation of secondary users should be
conducted in such a reliable and flexible way that the communication of licensed (primary) users will not be
eected or there will be no loss at the quality of the service due to secondary access. Therefore, spectrum
sensing feature of CRs achieves the detection of licensed or primary users (PUs) via digital signal processing
methods such as energy detection, matched filtering, covariance matrix based algorithms, cyclostationary
feature detection, and multi-taper spectral estimation [3].
In the literature, spectrum sensing concept of CR is taken into consideration only from the aspect of
ecient spectrum usage. This approach limits the possibilities only into time, frequency, and space domains.
Conventional single dimension analysis tools working in these domains can provide limited characteristics of
the analyzed signal. However, multidimensional analysis approach of signal intelligence investigates multiple
signal attributes in once by using projection onto dierent domains. For instance, time-frequency representa-
tion (TFR) provides the details about the temporal spectral components of the signal contents. On the other
hand, there are other dimensions that need to be explored further for spectrum opportunity. For example,
the code dimension of the spectrum space has not been explored well in the literature. Therefore, the con-
ventional spectrum sensing algorithms do not know how to deal with signals that use spread spectrum and
time or frequency hopping. Similarly, angle dimension has not been exploited well enough for spectrum
opportunity. It is assumed that the users are transmitting in all directions. However, with the recent advances
in multi-antenna technologies, e.g. beam forming; multiple users can be multiplexed into the same channel
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at the same time in the same geographical area. This also creates new opportunities for spectral estimation,
where not only the frequency spectrum but also the angle of arrivals might need to be estimated. With these
new dimensions, sensing only the frequency spectrum usage falls short. The radio space with the introduced
dimensions can be defined as “a theoretical hyperspace occupied by radio signals, which has dimensions
of location, angle-of-arrival, frequency, time, and possibly others” [133]. This hyperspace is called electro-
space, transmission hyperspace, radio spectrum space, or simply spectrum space by various authors, and it
can be used to describe how radio environment can be shared among multiple (primary and/or secondary)
systems [6]. An immediate consequence of introducing multidimensionality into wireless communications is
to unveil dierent characteristics of radio signals. Thus, the knowledge that could be obtained from the re-
ceived signal can be increased through multidimensionality. As in illustrated in Figure 2, multidimensionality
allows one to see further details of the electrospace. As a consequence, additional dimensions can be used
in distinguishing signals which cannot be separated from each other through the use of methods operating
in already existing dimensions. One of the very well-known examples is spread spectrum technology. By
introducing code as a new dimension, users who use the same portion of the spectrum at the same time can
still be separated from each other.
1.1 Motivation
Spectrum sensing is perceived as a feature that solely provides whether the primary user exists in a
communication channel or not in time or frequency domains due to its initial definition of scope as an infor-
mation provider about the channel1 access status of primary users to enable secondary access [4]. Extension
of sensing to the wideband scenarios and the final decision stage outputs of the current wideband sensing
techniques [34] also prove this perception. However, FCC Spectrum Policy Task Force (SPTF) report [5]
recommends the improvement of wireless throughput by achieving signal orthogonality over a range of di-
mensions grouped under a domain called as spectrum hyperspace [6]. Spectrum hyperspace includes but
not limited to frequency, time, space, power, polarization, angle of arrival, and code dimensions. Secondary
access can be extended to these dimensions as some of the other communications opportunities are illus-
trated in Fig. 1.1. Moreover, Multi-dimensional signal analysis can provide powerful signal processing tools
for CR and SDR signal analysis including waveform awareness and feature extraction applications. Signal
processing methodologies can oer many new aspects of analyzed signal, channel and transceiver.
1channel term here refers to a frequency band of a certain bandwidth as defined in [4].
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Figure 1.1: Spectrum hyperspace opportunities
Utilization of the dimensions of the hyperspace, to improve the throughput, not only requires the
spectrum sensing methods to decide whether primary users exist in the channel or not but also to identify
the primary user waveforms (e.g., the air interface parameters, burst structures, chip rates etc.) and the
employed radio access techniques without going to the demodulation stage [7, 8]. In fact, International
Telecommunication Union Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R) report [9] on definitions of SDR and CR
indicates that CR should “dynamically and autonomously adjust its operational parameters and protocols
according to its obtained knowledge in order to achieve predefined objectives”. Moreover, ITU-R reports on
cognitive radio systems in the land mobile services and CR systems specific for IMT systems indicate use of
CR technology to improve the management of assigned spectrum resources, consider CR as the enabler of
OSA amongst wireless network operators without any prior agreements, and propose CR as the controller of
the terminal reconfiguration in heterogeneous networks [10, 11]. One example that will benefit from these
definitions is the channel usage prediction methods such as time domain opportunistic channel allocation
method which achieve DSA by exploiting the idle periods between bursty transmissions based on the signal
identification information [12]. Another case is the maximum likelihood (ML) signal direction of arrival
estimators. Instead of being unknown stochastic processes, if the incident signals are known, useful DOA
estimation properties can be derived peculiar to ML estimators [13]. Therefore, CR should be aware of the
communications environment as much as possible also to achieve the rest of the goals itemized above. To
this end, sensing procedures should provide the information about the wireless signals in the communications
medium for CR to adjust the transmission parameters adaptively [14].
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Reconfigurability and awareness issues are also addressed in the context of the transparently re-
configurable ubiquitous terminal (TRUST) project, and a mode identification and switching concept is intro-
duced. Mode identification can be conducted blindly only by the radio itself or in an assisted manner in which
some information is available [15]. The mode identification concept defined in the TRUST project later on
extended to initial mode identification and alternative mode monitoring methods in [16] and identification
of radio access technologies (RATs) is achieved based on received signal strength indicators. On the other
hand, a configurable receiver architecture that classify the wireless signals based on bandwidth estimation
with the radial basis function neural networks is proposed in [17]. Classification of overlapping air interfaces
based on a distributed approach and implementation of pattern recognition techniques is achieved in [18].
An air interface identification approach based on cyclostationary feature detection is proposed in [19]. Pat-
tern classification and machine learning methods are combined to classify wireless signals based on their
characteristics such as burst size, hopping pattern, and carrier number i n [20]. The proposed methodology
introduces learning and prediction functionalities therefore, it is possible to classify new signals and extend
the communications capability of the proposed CR based system. Machine learning techniques are also em-
ployed for RAT recognition in [14]. Spectrum power measurements with low temporal resolution are utilized
to achieve supervised classification of the RATs.
Whether under the concept of CR or not, instead of providing a comprehensive and unifying ap-
proach, the research on extracting more information from the communications medium focuses on some
dierent and specific aspects of adaptiveness and awareness requirements. On the other hand, even though
spectrum sensing can constitute a solid base to achieve the reconfigurability and awareness goals described,
current technical level of sensing cannot satisfy the requirements [7, 21]. Therefore, based on the defined
scope of more adaptive, aware and intelligent communications systems, spectrum sensing should evolve to a
more general and comprehensive awareness providing mechanism, not only as a part of CR systems which
provide channel occupancy information but also as a communication environment awareness component
of DSA paradigm which can adapt sensing parameters autonomously to ensure robust identification of the
signals over the monitored spectrum. Such a perspective will lead to recognition of communications op-
portunities in dierent dimensions of spectrum hyperspace, and provide necessary information about the air
interfaces, access techniques and waveforms that are deployed over the monitored spectrum to accomplish
adaptive resource management and spectrum access. Therefore, one main part of the thesis will deal with the
signal identification feature of that is defined under the dynamic spectrum access concept for ecient spectral
utilization.
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1.2 Signal Identification for Dynamic Spectrum Access
We define signal identification as a procedure, which not only provides the information that the
spectrum hyperspace dimension in interest is occupied or not, but also reveals the underlaying information
regarding to the parameters, such as employed channel access methods, duplexing techniques and other pa-
rameters related to the air interfaces of the signals accessing to the monitored channels. To achieve signal
identification, a comprehensive sensing, classification, and detection approach is required and in this thesis,
we propose the signal identification block diagram given in Fig. 1.2. along with signal identification algo-
rithms in time, frequency, angle of arrival domains and a spectrum usage prediction method to satisfy these
requirements.
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Figure 1.2: Signal identification block diagram
The features of the analog to digital converter following the wideband radio frequency (RF) front-
end in Fig. 1.2, have crucial importance for the performance of the signal identification procedure. Signals
that have high power levels are mixed with very low power signals in the spectrum. Therefore, digitization
process should have the capability to represent a wide dynamic range in the digital domain. This requirement
can be satisfied by the employment of high resolution ADC circuity such as 12 and 16 bit converters proposed
in the literature [22, 34], but the wideband nature of the conversion also demands high sampling rates. To
overcome the diculty of balancing the resolution and speed requirements, implementation of notch filters at
the RF front-end to isolate high-power signals and sampling sub-Nyquist rates are proposed. Both approaches
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assume certain information such as frequency bands of high power signals and spectral occupation rate are
available beforehand. In our work, we assume that a wide dynamic range is available at the mixer input to
achieve high level input power sensitivity, but also on the other hand, an automatic gain control (AGC) block
is allocated before the ADC block to enable to the resolution adjustment of the conversion block. Therefore,
balance between resolution and speed can be achieved in an adaptive manner.
The received wideband signal is composed of noise and various signals which employ dierent
access techniques and comprise unique characteristics inherited from the definition of their technologies e.g.,
standards, air interfaces. These features have projections over the dimensions of the spectrum hyperspace and
can be used to identify these signals however, a certain level of abstraction is required forehand to achieve
ecient detection and identification. When the dimensions listed in the context of hyperspace considered,
both channel assignments over the wireless spectrum which is managed by the regulatory organizations and
standard based carrier spacings imply the frequency as the initial dimension to start the separation of the
signals. Therefore, frequency domain representation of the wideband signal is obtained through fast Fourier
transform (FFT) at the next stage of the signal identification procedure. It should be noted that, FFT is also
the initial block of wideband sensing algorithms such as multiband joint detection and wavelet detection.
Thus, based on the selected wideband sensing algorithm at the next stage, FFT block shown in Fig. 1.2 can
be assumed as a part of the wideband sensing process.
Wideband sensing stage provides the information of the channels which have activity over the wide-
band spectrum, however, the binary decision process behind wideband sensing does not provide any further
information about the nature of the activity. For instance, while multiple users can access to a single chan-
nel with burst transmission, there can be an only one user in a given channel using direct-sequence spread
spectrum (DSSS) modulation or a single user can access multiple channels. Moreover, wireless signals can
overlap in frequency, in time or in both dimensions leading to interference as shown in Fig. 1.3. Therefore,
before starting any identification procedure a certain level of signal separation should be achieved. Band-
width and center frequency estimation, bandpass filter and the following optional burst detection blocks aim
to conduct this separation operation. For instance, if the signals are overlapped in time, the bandwidth and
center frequency estimation block, along with the bandpass filter that operate over the estimated band of in-
terest lead to elimination of the time-domain components of other channels. If there are still multiple users
or techniques accessing the channel, before the selection and the execution of the spectrum sensing method,
burst detection can be applied to the filtered data. On the other hand, if the sensing procedure will be eected
from spectral overlap, filtering and the burst detection procedures can provide spectral distinction.
7
signals overlapped in frequency
signals overlapped in time
Figure 1.3: Interference in frequency and time
Spectral classification block, in between the signal processing blocks simply compares the estimated
spectral information with the regulatory and wireless standard based information to decide the candidate
signals which can be utilizing the channel that the communications activity is detected by the wideband
sensing stage. This comparison process has vital importance for the signal identification procedure, because
it leads to the selection of a method from a set of spectrum sensing applications which will lead to direct
identification of the signal or the signals accessing to the channel.
One classification of the spectrum sensing methods considers the signal parameters that are involved
in the sensing process and classifies the spectrum sensing methods as either coherent or non-coherent [22].
For instance, between matched filtering, cyclostationary feature detection, and energy detection, first two are
coherent detection methods with better detection probability than non-coherent energy detection. However,
the coherent detectors require a priori information. Matched filter provides optimal detection by maximizing
signal to noise ratio (SNR) but requires demodulation parameters. Cyclostationary feature detection can
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detect random signals depending on their cyclic features even if the signal is in the background of noise but
it requires information about the cyclic characteristics. But more importantly, while non-coherent methods
such as energy detection is applied by setting a threshold for solely detecting the existence of the signal,
coherent sensing methods can lead to signal identification.
Table 1.1: Identification capabilities of spectrum sensing techniques
Sensing Method Dimension Sensing Parameter Result
Energy Detection time/frequency signal energy Detection Only
Matched Filter
time-domain signal structure Detection
time and characteristics and
e.g., pulse shape, package format, Identification
guard time, burst duration
Cyclostationary chip rate,data rate,cp size, Detection
Feature frequency/code symbol duration, modulation type, and
Detection carrier spacing and number Identification
Statistical Tests time signal distribution Detection Only
Entropy Based frequency signal entropy Detection Only
Eigenvalue time/ signal eigenvalues Detection Only
Based angle direction of arrival
cyclic prefix, midamble Detection
Autocorrelation time preamble, pn sequence, and
and others Identification
Multitaper Based frequency signal energy Detection Only
Wavelet frequency signal energy Detection Only
Multiband
Joint frequency signal energy Detection Only
Detection
Table 1.1 provides an extensive set of sensing methods classified based on and ability of identifica-
tion. Therefore, the introduced signal identification procedure can select the sensing method which will lead
to identification of the signals in the given spectrum depending on the information acquired from the wide-
band signal received. For example, if the spectral classification indicates the probability of DSSS signals in
the given channel, cyclostationary feature detection can be employed for identification purposes and in this
case, peak detection algorithm will search for a certain range of frequencies to make a decision. In fact, in a
specific scenario, if only the channel occupancy information is extremely important, proposed procedure can
be operated with a non-coherent sensing method to guarantee detection as much as possible.
The statistical tests listed in Table 1.1 include but not limited to Anderson-Darling test, student’s
t-test, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, and tests are based on statistical covariances. The last two items are also
wideband sensing techniques which provide sensing decision directly in contrary to the sweep tune and filter
bank based wideband sensing techniques which require another sensing method at the final stage. Modulation
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classification is kept out of scope of this study because same modulation type and order can be employed by
dierent wireless signals in the spectrum. Therefore, identification in the modulation dimension introduces its
own challenges. An example signal identification scenario based on single carrier and multi-carrier distinction
and identification which also leads to parameter estimation for multi-carrier systems is illustrated in Fig.
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Figure 1.4: Signal identification scenario
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Figure 1.5: Recorded ISM band (time signal)
One alternative approach to the proposed signal identification procedure could be considering the
procedures in time domain and designing the blocks after the ADC assuming burst transmission in the moni-
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tored channels. Under these assumptions, we conducted Bluetooth based communications beside the ongoing
communications activity and recorded the whole 80 MHz band from 2:4 GHz to 2:48 GHz with the wideband
receiver available in our laboratory. Fig. 1.5 shows the time domain data of 50 milliseconds of recording.
When the PSD of the burst marked in the figure is plotted, it is identified as a Bluetooth signal centered
around 40 MHz. The 54 bits fixed header of the Bluetooth signals makes it suitable for data rate estimation
via cyclostationary feature detection. However, the resulting cyclic spectrum of the selected burst is given
in Fig. 1.6 and does not reveal the data rate information expected. On the other hand, when the spectral
parameters are estimated in the first place, and the bandpass filter is applied to leave only the time domain
components unique to estimated frequency range, final sensing process based on cyclostationary feature de-
tection leads to the dominant peak indicating data rate of Bluetooth signal as shown in Fig. 1.7. Therefore,
in a wideband sensing scenario, if the burst detection is conducted without filtering each signal, some other
dominant frequencies over the detected burst may overshadow the features of the signal that would normally
lead identification.
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Figure 1.6: Cyclic autocorrelation of detected burst
It is clear that contemporary and future wireless communications systems should better understand
the electro-space in order to improve their communications. However, introducing new dimensions into
electro-space is not solely enough to establish the entire framework of signal intelligence. In each dimension
of electrospace, there are numerous characteristics and issues to be considered as well. Radio propagation
channel characteristics, interference and noise temperature, radio’s operating environment, user requirements
and applications, other available networks (infrastructures) and nodes, local policies and other operating
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Figure 1.7: Cyclostationary feature detection after filtering
restrictions are just few to name. Moreover, based on these dimensions and items, future wireless commu-
nications systems need to adapt their transmission parameters intelligently to achieve better performance.
Hence, signal intelligence also requires the evaluation of the items within the dimensions to provide better
adaptation for future generation wireless systems. The general research domains of multidimensional signal
analysis and the specific areas where the contributions are achieved can be seen in Fig. 1.8.
1.3 Challenges of Multidimensional Signal Analysis
Beside the signal processing constraints of wideband sensing, rapid changing communications en-
vironment requires the multidimensional signal analysis to be conducted as quick as possible. Gaining extra
knowledge about the communication trac and extending spectrum sensing to the dimensions of the electro
hyperspace also bring the extension to the set of detection, classification, and sensing algorithm along with
additional signal processing requirements such as bandpass filtering. Sequential application of signal identi-
fication procedures to the monitored wideband spectrum also leads extended identification process and time.
Implementation of parallel filtering architectures such as filter banks can alleviate the identification latency,
however, the introduced complexity to the identification system should be quantified carefully. On the other
hand, signal identification processes can also benefit from a cooperative communication architecture by dis-
tributing the work load between the nodes in communication. Collaboration scenarios similar to the spectrum
sensing can be discussed for the signal identification as well.
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Figure 1.8: Research domains of multidimensional signal analysis
1.4 Application Areas for Multidimensional Signal Analysis
One of the application areas for the proposed system is the detection, identification and estimating
the location of illegal emitters. In this context, when the illegal transmissions are encountered, multidimen-
sional signal analysis can provide information such as the signal type, signal arrival of direction which can
lead the regulatory ocials and field engineers to the source of abusive usage. Beside that, there can be some
unintentional emissions in the communications environment caused by uncalibrated or broken access point
or base station circuitry such as power amplifiers and oscillators. It can be problematic to find the source of
such transmissions due to the number and distribution of the transceivers over the operation area. However,
signal identification algorithms can directly find or quickly reduce the number of candidate transmitters to a
few. An illustration of the potential application areas can be seen in Fig. 1.9.
Multidimensional signal analysis can also lead to information regarding to the co-channel, adjacent
channel, narrowband, and wideband interference sources. Interference monitoring applications can benefit
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Figure 1.9: Multidimensional signal analysis applications
from methods such as filter bank based sensing, signal autocorrelation variance estimation, polarization cor-
relation estimators of magnitude variance of the received signals and sweep tuned sensing. IEEE 802.16
Broadband Wireless Access Working Group working on the interference detection and measurement indi-
cates that “Based on the above conditions, an accurate detection and measurement of the intranet interference
requires specific interference patterns to be evaluated across a given cluster of cells subject to the interference
detection and measurement”. Even though this document is standard specific, it defines the ”interference pat-
tern” concept which binds the modeling and prediction eorts to the interference detection problem. Thus,
interference analysis methods can benefit from the outputs of the multidimensional signal analysis procedures
as the spectrum modeling eorts.
The proposed procedure can be used for numerous governmental, commercial, and military ap-
plications. The potential applications are frequency management, security and surveillance, interference
management, geolocation of target emitters. Therefore, multidimensional signal analysis can be beneficial to
frequency regulation agencies, public safety agencies, cellular operators, broadcasters, transportation agen-
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cies for navigation and communication, and law enforcement. One very important field that multidimensional
signal analysis methodology can contribute is the public safety communications. For instance, emergency call
services such as enhanced 911 (E911) are designed to provide improved service including instant delivery of
the victims location information to the local Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP). Taking the requirements
of the 911 services into consideration, wireless service providers took incentive to employ precise location
estimation techniques based on their network capacities and structures. Even though these systems are very
helpful for limited number of calls and specific events, it is not possible to maintain such services under ex-
treme cases aecting an important section of the population living in an area. The disasters such as Pakistan
and Australia vast area floods, California wild forest fires and earthquakes in China and Japan showed that
the first hours and days are very crucial to save the lives of the victims. In this important period of time,
the victims who are scattered around the disaster area would be looking for a way to communicate to get
help. However, the wireless network infrastructure can be damaged during the extreme situation. Beside
that, if the victims are calling to reach the 911 services at the same time, congestion due to the capacity limit
of either network or PSAP can result latency or it may not even be possible to provide most of the victim
location information to the public safety ocers in a timely manner. The signals transmitted by the devices
of the victims can be detected, tracked and the direction of the signals can be estimated by the deployed ad-
hoc signal identification hardware located around the disaster area. Moreover, the signal detection, location
estimation and direction finding algorithms can be developed in a flexible manner and these technologies
can be employed by the first responders to detect and locate victims even for cases in which the original core
wireless communications network is down. The first responder teams and their equipments can be used to de-
tect the victim transmission which can lead to locate the victim transmitter via direction finding and location
estimation algorithms.
1.5 Dissertation Outline
1.5.1 Chapter 2: OFDM Signal Identification and Blind Cyclic Prefix Size Estimation Under Multi-
path Fading Channels
Modulation identification is an important part of wireless communications systems e.g., blind re-
ceivers can benefit from the methods that can identify the modulation of the received signals without a priori
information. Moreover, distinction of orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) systems from
single carrier systems is highly important for adaptive receiver design algorithms for CR systems. OFDM
signals exhibit Gaussian characteristics in time domain in contrast with the single carrier signals. However,
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when the wireless communications considered, Gaussianity of the received samples is aected from the chan-
nel impairments along with the frequency, phase osets and sampling mismatch. In this chapter, we analyzed
how the time-domain Gaussianity of fourth order cumulants of OFDM signals is aected under these condi-
tions. A general chi-square constant false alarm rate Gaussianity test which employs estimates of cumulants
and their covariances is adapted to the specific case of OFDM signals. A parametric simulation analysis
which investigates the performance of the proposed method by the changes in the parameters such as signal
to noise ratio, number of symbols, and modulation order is provided. The performance of proposed method
is compared with moment based tests as well.
Cyclic prefix (cp) is a useful feature of OFDM systems which helps to mitigate the eects of inter
symbol interference and provide simple synchronization. Estimation of cp size can help adaptive commu-
nications systems and especially to the blind receivers. Therefore, in this chapter we propose a blind cp
size estimation algorithm which depends on an initial estimate of the cp and calculates the estimation error
iteratively symbol by symbol.
1.5.2 Chapter 3: A Two-Antenna Single RF Front-End DOA Estimation System for Wireless Com-
munications Signals
Beside the eorts to improve the wireless systems throughput by the DSA methodology, both adap-
tive beamforming methods and interference management systems have important potential to improve the
performance of wireless communications systems in terms of bit error rate, interference rejection, throughput,
and multipath mitigation. The initial requirement of the these systems is the direction of arrival information
of the wireless signals or interference sources. When this information is available, beamforming methods can
be implemented accurately and interfering signal direction information not only leads to the optimization of
adaptive interference mitigation and rejection techniques but also helps to the wireless network managers to
find and isolate the interference sources. Direction of arrival (DOA) estimation methods can provide these
information, however, these systems suer from high complexity, computational and production cost, bulky
size preventing mobility, and inflexibility which prevents prevalence of these systems over the whole wire-
less spectrum. In this chapter, a solution to these problems which benefits from the advantages of switched
antenna systems along with the time-variant sequential sampling process is proposed: a two-antenna, sin-
gle radio frequency (RF) front-end measurement system which adjusts the antenna spacing adaptively and
achieves multiple measurements at dierent locations by shifting the antenna tuple together as a single en-
tity. Proposed system introduces an extension to the total measurement time, however, when compared to
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the DOA estimation systems which have separate RF front-end for each antenna, the system has moderate
complexity and size. A measurement setup is developed and performance analysis of the proposed system
for extensive set of wireless standards and measurement parameters including line of sight and non-line of
sight conditions is given. The angle estimation performance of the proposed system is compared with that
of pseudo-Doppler DOA estimation system as well. The measurement results indicate the feasibility of the
proposed system for wireless communications.
1.5.3 Chapter 4: An Autoregressive Approach for Spectrum Occupancy Modeling and Prediction
Based on Synchronous Measurements
As a part of DSA eorts to improve wireless access eciency, spectrum monitoring methods bring
a statistical approach to the problem of ecient spectrum allocation. The utilization of spectrum is related
to the dynamic usage which is dependent on the parameters like transmitter power, antenna types, location
information of the transmitters and local environment eects. Therefore, spectrum monitoring methodologies
provides statistical models of the utilization of the frequency spectrum as a function of time, space, frequency,
and angle dimensions of the spectrum hyperspace. Monitoring activities are conducted either by classical
measurement methodologies including the equipments such as spectrum analyzers, antennas, data recorders
and computers or by using the data collection equipments like wireless sniers [23]. The spectrummonitoring
methodology aims to:
 Collect data to build a statistical model for the frequency band usage,
 Investigate the usage variation of signals in dierent environments, times etc.,
 Investigate the possibilities of congestion of signals,
 Collect the information necessary for eective regulations of new bands like 5 GHz band.
Spectrum monitoring approach requires robust and ecient spectrum detection, estimation, and
sensing methods to conduct the tasks listed above. Moreover, these methods can benefit from the modeling
and prediction of the wireless spectrum usage. Markovian, regressive and other approaches are introduced
for time or frequency domain channel modeling however, the research on the spectrum allocation methods in-
dicates that location information has also an important influence on the spectrum occupancy characterization.
In this chapter, a linear autoregressive prediction approach for binary time series is employed to investigate
channel occupancy prediction performance based on spectrum measurements conducted in four dierent lo-
cations synchronously. Through the modeling procedure, dependency in frequency domain is also taken into
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consideration by modeling the adjacent frequency bands together. The model order is selected based on mean
residual magnitudes and Akaike information criterion, mode order parameters are tabulated, and comparative
prediction analysis considering the observation time is given for each location. The performance of the pro-
posed linear modeling method is also compared with continuous-time Markov chain modeling in one of the
locations.
1.5.4 Chapter 5: Template Matching for Signal Identification in Cognitive Radio Systems
The unique signatures or specific features of wireless signals can be utilized to improve the per-
formance of spectrum sensing by identifying the signals. Moreover, spectral eciency can be improved by
achieving signal orthogonality in dierent domains such as code, polarization and location beside the fre-
quency and time. However, such methods assume the types of the signals of interest to be known. In this
chapter, template matching method is proposed as a new spectrum sensing technique to identify the wireless
signals based on the spectral signatures in the spectrum. In contrary to the original template matching ap-
proach, the number of templates to be kept in the database is limited to one abstract signal for each signal type.
The templates are constructed from the abstracts and scaled based on the template matching parameters. Two
new metrics are introduced for signal identification method proposed. The performance of proposed metrics
are also compared with that of energy detection for wireless fading channels. Identification of the signals
with the similar signatures are discussed as well.
1.5.5 Chapter 6: A Recursive Signal Detection and Parameter Estimation Method for Wideband
Sensing
Opportunistic spectrum access feature of cognitive radio systems introduces techniques to improve
frequency underutilization of wireless spectrum. One of the techniques for detecting the unused bands in
multi-channel scenarios is the energy detection for which selection of the threshold defines detection perfor-
mance. Assumption of stationary noise over wide bands becomes problematic from the aspect of detection
reliability and selection of the threshold procedure is also aected. On the other and, when the multiple
channel monitoring is considered, a good estimation of signal bandwidth and center frequency can lead to
robust initial classification and signal identification. Therefore, a signal detection and parameter estimation
approach which recursively estimates the noise floor and classifies the signals is proposed as a solution to the
threshold selection and signal detection problem.
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CHAPTER 2
OFDM SIGNAL IDENTIFICATION AND BLIND CYCLIC PREFIX SIZE ESTIMATION UNDER
MULTIPATH FADING CHANNELS
Modulation identification has always been a part of communications surveillance systems and elec-
tronic warfare, however gained more importance with the adaptive communication systems1. Seamless and
ecient communications should be achieved between a wide variety of communications systems which may
employ dierent modulation techniques. Therefore, simple, robust, and fast modulation recognition methods
are required at the implementation of adaptive and intelligent receivers. Blind receiver design algorithms and
the signal transmission procedures at the transmitter can also benefit from the modulation information [47].
Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) is a multi-carrier (MC) multiplexing scheme
which maintains adaptive communications features by employing sub-carriers in a flexible way. Deployments
of OFDM based systems are increasing rapidly and distinction of OFDM signals from the single carrier
(SC) signals is an important issue for contemporary communications systems. Modulation identification or
recognition methods for OFDM systems can be classified into two of groups; non-coherent statistical methods
which do not require any a priori information in general, and coherent techniques which include maximum
likelihood (ML) modulation classifiers along with other methods that depend on the characteristics of the
OFDM signals which are assumed to be known to the receiver. Statistical methods mostly depend on high
order statistics (HOS) of cumulant or moment estimates of the received signals. The background of cumulant
based modulation classification laid down by [48] for fourth and sixth order cumulants. Later, fourth order
cumulants are adapted for OFDM modulation identification [49–51]. Moreover, fourth order moments of
OFDM signals are combined with the amplitude estimation to improve signal detection in [52]. On the
other hand, support vector machines in combination with specific fourth-order cumulants are used for the
same purpose in [53]. Tabular values of high order moments which were implemented for SC modulation
identification in [54] are adapted to a minimum mean-square error (MMSE) estimator for OFDM signals
in [55].
1The content of this section is publishes in [65]. Copyright for these publications can be found in appendix B.
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When the coherent techniques considered, the ML modulation classification algorithms are known
with better estimation results when compared to statistical methods however they suer from computational
complexity and require channel estimation [56]. Bootstrap technique is also introduced as a pattern recogni-
tion based method in [57]. A wavelet transform algorithm is proposed to extract the transient characteristics
of OFDM signals in [58]. On the other hand, time-frequency representation of the signals is employed to dis-
tinguish OFDM signals from SC frequency-shift keying (FSK) and phase-shift keying (PSK) signals in [59].
OFDM signals have unique second order cyclostationary features and a feature extraction algorithm based on
the magnitude of the cyclic cumulants of OFDM signals is implemented in [60]. An analysis and comparison
of second order cyclostationary, matched filter, MMSE, and normalized kurtosis methods can also be found
in [61].
OFDM signals also exhibit time-domain Gaussianity. This is due to fact that the assignment of
random data over orthogonal sub-carriers in a simultaneous way can be assumed as a composition of large
number of independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables and central limit theorem implies
Gaussian distribution for large enough sets of data. A Gaussianity test based on empirical distribution function
is introduced for OFDM systems in [62]. On the other hand, a general chi-square constant false alarm rate
(CFAR) Gaussianity test based on the estimates of the third and fourth order cumulants [63] is implemented
for OFDM signals without considering the channel eects in [64].
In this chapter, a comprehensive analysis of the fourth order cumulants for wireless OFDM systems
is conducted by taking the wireless channel and other impairments into consideration [65]. Our analysis
shows that channel coecients have significant influence on the test statistics along with the other impair-
ments such as frequency oset, phase oset due to sampling mismatch and other factors. Secondly, consider-
ing all combinations of possible lags for cumulant estimations is a computationally consuming process. For
the peculiar case of OFDM signals, inclusion of certain lags in the analysis will be sucient to retain the
Gaussianity. Therefore, we provided the fourth order cumulant equations for OFDM signals. Moreover, the
proposed method requires the computation of the estimate of the covariance matrix of fourth order cumu-
lants and this is a complex and detailed operation. However, this process is reduced down to three particular
equations in case of OFDM signals. The only parameter required is the symbol duration which determine the
degree of freedom of the test. The numerical values that satisfy the confidence levels for correct detection
can be found iteratively thus the test can become fully blind.
The proposed OFDM signal model is defined in Section 2.1. The fourth order cumulant expressions
for OFDM signals under wireless fading channels, the Gaussianity test, and the decision mechanism are
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discussed in Section 2.2. The estimates of the covariances of the cumulants are derived in the Appendix.
The parametric performance analysis of the proposed Gaussianity test is given in Section 2.3 by taking the
parameters such as modulation order, SNR, and number of symbols into consideration for FSK, PSK, and
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) SC signals sequentially.
2.1 Signal Model
Inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) is employed by OFDM systems for transmission. The
baseband continuous-time OFDM signal is given by
xm(t) =
KX
k=1
Sm(k)e
j 2(k)tTD   TG  t < TD; (2.1)
where j at the exponential term is the imaginary unit,  is the set of K subcarriers in total, Sm(k) is the mth
OFDM data symbol which is transmitted at the kth sub-carrier from the set of (k), TD is the useful data
duration, TG is the cyclic prefix (CP) duration, and the total OFDM symbol duration is TS = TD + TG. The
transmitted total signal can be written as
x(t) =
1X
m= 1
xm(t   mTS ): (2.2)
The signal is modulated after digital analog (D/A) conversion and passed through mobile radio channel. The
channel can be modeled as a time-variant linear filter
h(t) =
LX
i=1
hi(t)(t   i); (2.3)
where L is the number of taps and i is delay for each tap. It is assumed that the taps are sample spaced and
the channel is constant for a symbol but time-varying across multiple OFDM symbols. Therefore, baseband
model of the received signal after down conversion also considering the channel model given in (2.3) becomes
y(t) = e je j2t
LX
i=1
x(t   i)hi(t) + n(t); (2.4)
where  is frequency oset due to inaccurate frequency synchronization,  is the carrier phase, and n(t)
corresponds to additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) sample with zero mean and variance of 2n. The
received signal is sampled with sampling time of t at the analog to digital converter (ADC) and discrete-
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time received signal can be represented in vector notation by
y(i) = [y(1); y(2); : : : ; y(N)]: (2.5)
where i = 1; : : : ;N. Models of FSK, PSK, and QAM modulated SC signals are not listed due to the space
limitations and can be found in [49] and references therein.
2.2 Proposed Method
The cumulants of a process are defined as the generalization of the autocorrelation function Efy(i)y(i+
i1)g. Thus, the general formulation of third and fourth order cumulants for the stationary random processes
with zero mean are given by
c3y(i1; i2) , Efy(i)y(i + i1)y(i + i2)g (2.6)
and
c4y(i1; i2; i3) , Efy(i)y(i + i1)y(i + i2)y(i + i3)g
  c2y(i1)c2y(i2   i3)   c2y(i2)c2y(i3   i1)
  c2y(i3)c2y(i2   i1);
(2.7)
where c2y(i1) , Efy(i)y(i + i1)g. Note that, the distributional characteristics of the complex signals are also
retained by the real and the imaginary parts. Therefore, the analysis for wireless OFDM signals can be given
over either of these parts and the analysis can be extended to complex domain [64]. When the real part of the
received wireless signals given by
y(i) =
1X
j= 1
xr(i   j)h( j) + n(t);
1X
i= 1
jh(i)j < 1 (2.8)
where xr(i) is the real part of the signal, k-th-order cumulants becomes [66]
cky(i1; i2; i3; : : : ; ik 1) = kx
1X
i= 1
h(i)h(i + i1) : : : h(i + ik 1): (2.9)
Assuming that the xr(i) is i.i.d., in case of non-Gaussian signals, zero lag cumulants will converge
to the finite moments of 3x , c3x(0; 0) , 0 or, 4x , c4x(0; 0; 0) , 0 and for Gaussian signals 3x = 0 and
4x = 0, therefore c3y(0; 0) and c4y(0; 0; 0) will converge to zero. However, when the signal model given in
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Section 2.1 is considered the real part of the signal can be written as
xr(i) = Re
( NX
m=1
KX
k=1
Sm(k)e
j 2((k)(i mTS )+i)TD +i
)
; (2.10)
and the i.i.d. property will not perfectly hold. Thus 3x and 4x will not converge perfectly to zero and the
value of the c3y(0; 0) and c4y(0; 0; 0) will be determined by the channel coecients along with the 3x and 4x
as indicated in eqn. (2.9).
When the selection between third and fourth order cumulants is considered, the kth-order cumulants
will vanish for k > 3 if x(i) is Gaussian [67]. However, third order cumulants can converge to zero although
xr(i) is non-Gaussian but symmetrically distributed [63]. Therefore, 3rd-order cumulants will be ignored
and 4th-order cumulants will be analyzed for OFDM signal identification. Note that noise component n(t) is
independent from the rest of the components of the signal and will also vanish due to its Gaussianity.
The region of all combinations of all lags defined in (2.9) is given by I1k , f0  ik 1      i1  1g.
However, it is shown in [68] that cumulant lags that comprise distribution characterization of the series are
finite and it is not required to estimate the cumulant values for the majority of the possible lag combinations.
Therefore, the region of the lags that should be taken into consideration for the analysis is given by
IN4 = f0  i3  i2  i1  Ng: (2.11)
When the calculation of the estimates of the cumulants is considered, for the probabilistic conver-
gence of estimated cumulants cˆky to the cky, y(i) samples should be independent and well separated in time.
This is called mixing conditions. However, the autocorrelation c2y(i1) is estimated using sample averaging
because instead of the series y(t), the samples of the original series y(i) are employed in the process. More-
over, there is no synchronization process involved in the sampling stage. Therefore an irreducible error is
introduced to the estimation of the cumulants. On the other hand, cˆky should be absolutely summable [66]
and the linear process which is defined for wireless OFDM signals in (2.8) satisfy this condition. Under these
conditions, the estimate autocorrelation becomes cˆ2y(i1) = 1N
PN 1 i1
i=0 y(i)y(i + i1), and 4th-order cumulant
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estimate is given by
cˆ4y(i1; i2; i3) ,
1
N
N 1 i1X
i=0
y(i)y(i + i1)y(i + i2)y(i + i3)
  cˆ2y(i1)cˆ2y(i2   i3)   cˆ2y(i2)cˆ2y(i3   i1)
  cˆ2y(i3)cˆ2y(i2   i1); (i1; i2; i3) 2 IN4 :
(2.12)
The sample estimates in (2.12) should only be calculated over IN4 which is defined in (2.11). The Gaussianity
test will use lags of cˆ4y that can be collected into an Nc  1 vector. This vector constitutes a 3 dimensional
triangular region and its length is given by Nc = N(N + 1)(N + 2)=6. If the vector is simply called as cˆ4y, the
asymptotic Gaussianity of these summable cumulants of leads to [63]
p
N(cˆ4y   c4y) dist:
N!1 D
r(0;c) (2.13)
where Dr denotes real Gaussian distribution, c4y is the 4th-order cumulant vector which holds the theoretical
cumulant values c4y , limN!1 Efcˆ4yg, and c is the asymptotic covariance matrix of c4y which has the close
form of
c , lim
N!1NEf(cˆ4y   c4y)(cˆ4y   c4y)
0g: (2.14)
where 0 denotes the transpose operation.
2.2.1 Fourth Order Cumulants for OFDM Signals
When the wireless signals are considered, the length of the data can be orders of thousands or tens of
thousands of samples depending on the sampling rate and the recording time. Defining the IN4 lag region and
computing the components of vector cˆ4y can become impractical in many cases. Moreover, covariance matrix
estimation for the 4th-order cumulants is a complex procedure which requires involvement of products of the
cross moment terms [63].
The data set can be divided into smaller sections and processed in parallel or the data set can be
shortened. However, even though the choice of N and consequently Nc is application dependent, in practice
when a strong non-Gaussianity (e.g., due to the multipath fading channel) present in short records i.e, N <
200, this will lead to power reduction in the Gaussianity test and make it unreliable. Therefore, even for the
shortest data sets, the size of the cˆ4y vector can be quite large and the computation of the cumulants and the
c can become impractical. However, [69] and [64] showed that shrinking the lag region into IM4 = fi3 =
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0  i2 = i1  Mg does not lead to loss of significant distribution information for communications signals
because the terms that are left over have very small influence on the features of the modulation type of the
signal when compared to the set in the hand. Note that the lag distance is also limited with M  1:5Ts where
Ts is the symbol duration for the signal under test. Therefore the cumulants should be evaluated only for the
set of lags of (; ; 0) where i1 = i2 =  2 [0; 1:5Ts]. Under these conditions (2.12) can be written as
cˆ4y(; ; 0) ,
1
N
N 1 X
i=0
y(i)y(i + )y(i + )y(i)
  cˆ2y()cˆ2y()   cˆ2y()cˆ2y( )
  cˆ2y(0)cˆ2y(0); (i1; i2; i3) 2 IM4 ;
(2.15)
and the open form becomes
cˆ4y(; ; 0) =
1
N
N 1 X
i=0
y2(i)y2(i + )  
"
1
N
N 1 X
i=0
y(i)y(i + )
#2
 
"
1
N
N 1 X
i=0
y(i)y(i + )
#"
1
N
N 1X
i=
y(i)y(i   )
#
 
"
1
N
N 1X
i=0
y2(i)
#2
:
(2.16)
Note that eqn.(2.16) diers from the derivations of [64] in the sense of squares of sums.
2.2.2 The Gaussianity Test and Decision Mechanism
Various cumulant based time-domain Gaussianity tests are proposed in the literature for OFDM
signal identification i.e., [50, 52, 55, 60]. These tests depend on the output of combination of several order of
cumulant estimates which are fixed numerical values thus, it can be problematic to define a threshold selection
procedure because the sample estimates of the cumulants show relative high variance especially under fading
channels. In this chapter, the dG;4 test that was proposed in [63] is adopted for OFDM signal identification.
It is an asymptotic chi-square CFAR test in which the selection of the threshold is done by using the 2 test
tables based on the degree of freedom of the distribution. Moreover, eects of fading channels which can
lead to stronger non-Gaussian components are minimized by the involvement of covariances of the cumulants.
Originally, the test is applied to real processes and in this chapter the same approach is maintained because
the Gaussian features of the complex data set is also retained by the imaginary and real parts of the OFDM
signals. Besides, operating in real domain reduces the computation time for the test output when compared to
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complex domain, however the test can be easily extended to complex data sets. The time-domain Gaussianity
test can be formulated as a binary hypothesis problem of
H0 : cˆ4y v Dr(0;N 1c) vs: H1 : cˆ4y v Dr(c4y;N 1c);v c4y , 0: (2.17)
This problem can be addressed by a chi-square test which can be defined by dG;4 , Ncˆ4yˆ 1c cˆ4y. The theory
of large samples can be employed to derive the test [70].
p
N(ˆN   ) dist:v
N!1 D
r(0;) (2.18)
where ˆN is the asymptotic Gaussian estimator of the vector  with the length of N  1. In case  , 0,
p
N(ˆ
0
N ˆN   
0
) dist:v
N!1 D
r(0; 4
0
): (2.19)
If  = 0 and  = I, where I is the N N identity matrix, the estimator converges to chi-squared distribution
with the degree of freedom of N and can be written as
N(ˆ
0
N ˆN   
0
) dist:v
N!1 
2
N : (2.20)
Therefore, underH0, c4y = 0 and
p
N(cˆ4y)
dist:v
N!1 D
r(0;c): (2.21)
The estimator for the cumulant covariance matrix which is ˆc, converges to c and (2.21) becomes
p
N(ˆ 1=2c cˆ4y)
dist:v
N!1 D
r(0; I): (2.22)
If ˆ 1=2c cˆ4y is associated with ˆN , under H0 and c4y = 0, from (2.20) and (2.22) it can be inferred that
dG;4 = Ncˆ
0
4yˆ
 1
c cˆ4y
dist:v
N!1 
2
Nc : (2.23)
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Note that the pseudo-inverse of ˆ 1 should replace inverse in the equations below if ˆ rank-deficient. There-
fore, for an  level significance the test in (2.17) becomes a chi-square test which can be defined by
dG;4
H1
?
H0
tG = 2Nc (): (2.24)
The probability of the false alarm is given by
PF ,   P[dG;4  2Nc jH0] (2.25)
UnderH1, the distribution of dG;4 is estimated from (2.19) as
dG;4  Dr[Ncˆ04yˆ 1c cˆ4y; 4Ncˆ
0
4yˆ
 1
c cˆ4y] (2.26)
and the probability of detection is given by
PD ,   P[dG;4  tGjH1]: (2.27)
Mathematical evaluations of the probability of false alarm and probability of detection now can be made by
substituting the estimates given in (2.16) instead of c4y and computing the estimate of  1c . Note that, fourth
order cumulant covariance matrix estimate computation is a long and complex procedure as indicated in [63].
However, peculiar to the OFDM signals, under the conditions defined in Section 2.2.1, covariance matrix
estimate calculation becomes a simpler process. Therefore, the general form of covariance estimates of the
cumulants for OFDM signals is derived based on the computations in [66] (eqn. 2.3.8) and [63] and reduced
to three equations which are consist of several moments of the received signal. The computation process can
be found in the Appendix A.
2.3 Simulation Results
The performance of the proposed test is discussed taking various parameters into consideration.
A simulation setup is developed to generate PSK, FSK, QAM and OFDM modulated signals based on the
proposed signal model in Section 2.1. The OFDM signals employed 64 active carriers with 250kHz spacing.
TG is also selected as 1=4TD. The wireless channel is modeled as Rayleigh fading channel with L = 4.
Doppler shift and delay spread are also included in the channel model depending on 802.11g communication
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Figure 2.1: Probability of detection: FSK vs. OFDM
channel requirements. The simulations are repeated for 10000 times to be able to examine the impairments
introduced by the random wireless channel.
Table 2.1: SNR vs. 2dG;4
SNR PSK QAM FSK OFDM
-6 15487 380752 88332 178266
-4 31759 2950 677687 13440
-2 27807 107989 53049 3125334
0 484857 18932209 29504333 1100245
2 081359 40929 8688517 1164
4 654790 51823 8553835 2123
6 514926 18568 18655826 181
8 145467 30571 41565932 2310
10 641 2824 166865946 214
12 635 655 85193125 235
14 680 874 67534593 84
16 696 996 831423678 3
18 696 1007 998653396 3
20 670 1168 2343610200 2
The variance of the output of the dG;4 test introduce important information about the distribution
characteristics and the test performance. The 2dG;4 for each modulation type is listed in Table 2.1. While the
dispersion of the test results shows a random nature for the SNR values below 0, as the SNR increase PSK,
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QAM, and OFDM tests start to become less disperse and more stable. On the other hand FSK signals exhibit
more disperse behavior with the increasing SNR.
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Figure 2.2: Probability of detection: PSK vs. OFDM
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Figure 2.3: Probability of detection: QAM vs. OFDM
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A CFAR detector is implemented based on equations (2.22)-(2.27) in Section 2.2.2 for PF of 0:001,
0:01, 0:1. In Fig. 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 the PD results for OFDM vs. SC signals are given for 1024 symbols,
modulation order of 32 and various SNR levels. The results indicate that best separation is achieved against
FSK, PSK and QAM follows consecutively. Especially for PF of 0:1, and 0:01, a certain confidence level is
achieved at 2 dB of SNR for FSK signals, 6 dB for PSK, and 11 dB for QAM.
The eect of the change of modulation order on the test statistics is investigated in Fig. 2.4 when the
SNR is 7 dB and 1024 symbols are recorded. While FSK separation does not depend on modulation order,
as the order increase to 4, the test performs better for PSK steadily. In case of QAM SC signals, the best
performance is achieved at modulation order of 2 and it is followed by the order of 32.
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Figure 2.4: OFDM - SC separation: eect of modulation order
Data length or number of symbols used is also another important parameter which aects the per-
formance of the statistical tests. Fig. 2.5 displays the performance of the proposed Gaussianity test with the
changing number of symbols for 7 dB SNR and modulation order of 32 for each signal type. While the test
performs well for FSK signals over 256 symbols, for all SC signals the test performance is optimized as the
number of symbols reaches 1024. The degradation in the test performance below this level is due to the
problems discussed in Section 2.2.
We finally compared the detection performance of the proposed method with two of the non-coherent
methods that are available in the literature. One of these methods, which is introduced in [54] depends
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Figure 2.5: OFDM - SC separation: eect of number of symbols
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Figure 2.6: Performance comparison: OFDM vs. PSK (PF = 0:01)
on fourth and sixth order moments and introduces an MMSE algorithm based on these moment function
(MMSE   M). On the other hand, in [52] a method based on the combination of fourth order moments
and amplitude estimation is introduced (AE   M). The performance comparison with these methods can be
found in Fig. 2.6 for the PSK signals. Modulation order is 32, PF = 0:01, and N = 1204. The chi-square
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test over-performs both methods because, while these techniques (also as the other non-coherent methods
introduced in [49–51]) depend on only the estimates of the cumulants, the chi-square test also includes the
estimates of the covariances of the cumulants. Note that, performance comparison for FSK and QAM signals
are not included because of space limitations. However, the comparison for these signals also yield similar
results.
2.4 Blind Cyclic Prefix Size Estimation
Cyclic prefix (cp) size estimation algorithms depend on the fact that cp is the repetition of a part of an
OFDM symbol. Therefore application of autocorrelation function in time domain should lead the estimation
of the cyclic prefix size when the peak detection is applied to the autocorrelation spectrum. The optimum level
of correlation is achieved when the correlated data length is exactly the same with the cp size. Hence, when
the sample by sample correlation is conducted over the signal samples with the assumption that the useful
symbol duration is known, the correlation peaks will have their maximums distanced exactly at the useful
symbol duration away from each other on the spectrum. However, cp size itself is the parameter that is aimed
to known, thus, one straightforward way of estimation would be optimizing the correlation peaks by applying
the correlation operation with a set of previously decided cp sizes. Even though this approach can lead to
estimation of the cp size in the end, the brute force nature of the algorithm makes it unattractive for time-
sensitive wireless communications applications. Therefore, the proposed method modifies the brute force
nature of the correlation algorithm and starts with an assumed value of cp size and conducts the correlation
operation based on this assumption. The maximization is performed in two steps: First, the repetition caused
by the cyclic prefix is used to estimate the symbol duration TD. The discrete correlation of the received signal
can be written as:
Ry() =
1
D   
D X
n=1
x(q)y[n]y[n + ] (2.28)
When enough statistics are acquired:
Ry() =
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
2s + 
2
m if  = 0
NG
ND+NG
2se
  j2tND if  = ND
0 if elsewhere
(2.29)
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Therefore, auto-correlation based estimation of ND can be formulated as:
NˆD = argmaxfjRy()jg; > 0: (2.30)
This process can be visualized in Fig. 2.7.
... TG1 TU1 TG2 TU2 TG3 TU3 ...
... TG1 TU1 TG2 TU2 TG3 TU3
TU
... TG1 TU1 TG2 TU2 TG3 TU3 ...
... TG1 TU1 TG2 TU2 TG3 TU3 ...
TS
Initialautocorrelationstep,lag=0
Figure 2.7: Useful symbol duration estimation via autocorrelation
Then we applied the proposed ML estimator to WLAN signal. Figure 2.8 illustrates the result for
lab. recorded data. The sampling rate is 33.28 MSPS and the distance between the peaks is 106 samples.
The duration therefore becomes 106=33280000 = 3:1851 seconds. Symbol duration TD for WLAN is 3:2
seconds.
As the second step, if the OFDM symbol duration ND is known, the cyclic prefix (CP) duration can
be estimated by testing for dierent NG values as:
NˆG; ˆ = argNG ; maxfˆ(y; NˆD;NG; )g (2.31)
This approach is helpful simply because the CP length is selected as a multiple of OFDM symbol duration
e.g.,1=4; 1=8; 1=16 of symbol duration. For further reduction in the complexity, these ratios can be tested
in the first place as indicated before. The total symbol duration can be defined as TS = TU + TG. Taking
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Figure 2.8: ML estimator output for WLAN
the fact that TU is known into consideration an algorithm that will give the information of CP duration can
be developed which starts with an assumption of CP duration i.e., 1=4; 1=8 or 1=16 of TU . Then, starting
from the initial sample of the selected data, each sample is correlated with TU shifted ones for the length of
assumed CP size. This process is illustrated in Fig. 2.9 and can be defined as:
R( j) =
1
NG
kNS NUX
i=1
NGX
i
y( j)y( j + NU) (2.32)
where k is number expected symbols in selected part of the burst; NS , NU and NG are number of samples
corresponding to symbol, useful symbol and cyclic prefix durations.
If the selected number of symbol increases the correlation and detection properties of (2.32) becomes
better. In practice, it is better to have k  5. The R(j) values are expected to exhibit high correlation properties
when sample y( j) is a part of CP. Therefore, the maximum correlation values are obtained with the repetition
of TS . Taking the fact that TU is already estimated, TG can be calculated simply by TG = TS   TU . Figure
2.10 shows R(j) values for correct cp size selection (1/4) for WLAN signal. The sampling rate is 33.28 MSPS
therefore estimated TS and TG becomes 3:9663e   006 and 0:76630e   006 respectively for the distance
between 3rd and 4th peaks. Detection performance can be increased by including more symbols to the process.
For instance, starting from the first detected peak, for CP size of 1/4 useful symbol duration expected and
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Figure 2.9: Sample by sample correlation
estimated peak locations are given in Fig. 2.11. The mean of the estimation error will be minimized when
all 5 estimations are taken into consideration for this case. Figure 2.12 illustrates the estimation results when
CP is considered to be 1=3. The figure indicates increasing drift for the expected value starting from the
initial peak because actual CP size is 1=4. The minimization of the cumulative error for both cases (1=4
and 1=3) indicates that the MSE approach can estimate correct CP size considering the amount of drift when
the expected CP size is selected wrong or a simple cumulative error comparison operation between dierent
selected CP durations i.e., 1=4; 1=8 or 1=16 will yield to the correct CP size duration. Both approaches are
implemented for the sake of application integrity.
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Figure 2.10: R(j) operation output
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Figure 2.12: Peak locations, expected v.s. estimated TG of 1/3
In conclusion, adaptive receiver algorithms require estimation of received signal parameters with
the least possible information and complexity. In this context, the proposed method can provide modulation
identification information based on real or imaginary part of the received signal. Note that the only parameter
in hand should be the symbol duration which determine the degree of freedom of the test. In practice, degree
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of freedom which is M > 10 satisfies the confidence levels for correct detection thus the need for symbol
duration can also be ignored. The test is robust against the changes in the modulation order or data length
however performance is aected under low SNR because it depends on the Gaussianity of the data set. The
derivations of covariance matrix of cumulant estimates leaded to three straightforward equations for OFDM
systems which simplify the whole procedure for the implementation and execution of the test.
A novel algorithm which achieves blind estimation of the cyclic prefix size of OFDM signals is also
introduced. The algorithm depends on the fact that cyclic prefix is the repetition of a part of a symbol. There-
fore, initially an expected value is assigned to the cp size and sample by sample autocorrelation operation
is conducted. The increasing symbol by symbol shift between the observed peaks and the expected peak
locations on the correlation spectrum directly led to the correct cp size in case the pre-set cp size is shorter or
longer than the real one.
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CHAPTER 3
A TWO-ANTENNA SINGLE RF FRONT-END DOA ESTIMATION SYSTEM FORWIRELESS
COMMUNICATIONS SIGNALS
3.1 Introduction
Improving the eciency of the wireless communications systems has substantial importance be-
cause of increasing demand for more communications capacity. Wireless signal direction of arrival (DOA)
estimation methods are required to estimate the incoming signal direction so that adaptive beamforming tech-
niques can be applied to improve the bit error rate (BER) performance [72], to achieve better throughput by
mitigating the eects of multipath fading [73]- [75], to enhance capacity due to reuse increase [76], and to
reduce the interference and delay spread [13, 75]. Moreover, the increasing number of users, networks, and
deployment of wide variety of communications systems are leading the wireless communications towards the
heterogeneous networks in which interference source direction estimation and allocation are crucial compo-
nents of the interference management systems. Besides, public safety communications systems can benefit
from direction of arrival (DOA) estimation methods for search and rescue operations based on estimated
DOAs from victim mobile devices [74].
The DOA methods are considered as a part of position location systems along with time of arrival
(TOA) and time dierence of arrival (TDOA) techniques [13], however, they dier from these systems when
it is aimed to estimate only the direction of arrival of the signals instead of locating the source of transmis-
sion. TOA and TDOA systems require multiple receivers with a certain distance e.g., adjacent base-stations,
and precise synchronization at the level of microseconds between the receivers. These systems provide the
location of the emitter with certain accuracy under these conditions. On the other hand, when also deployed
in multiple locations, DOA systems can provide emitter location information, however, a DOA system, in a
single location, can also provide the angle of arrival (AOA) of the incident signals. DOA methods are ap-
plied over antenna arrays of various geometries [77], and one of the techniques is the phase interferometer
that measure the phase dierences over the antennas and provide an angular estimate [78, 79]. Another ap-
proach is the beamforming method which steers the antenna array beam over an angular field and provide the
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power distribution over the field [80]. On the other hand, subspace methods such as multiple signal classifi-
cation (MUSIC) [81] and estimation of signal parameters via rotational invariant techniques (ESPRIT), and
minimum-norm (min norm) define signal and noise subspaces over the signal covariance matrix and searches
for signals orthogonal to noise subspace. Deterministic and stochastic maximum likelihood (ML) algorithms,
Capon’s or minimum variance method which can be assumed as an extension to beamforming constitute the
rest of the methods.
The DOA estimation methods have some advantages and disadvantages when they are compared
with each other. Beamforming method is simpler than other techniques because, the AOA estimate is di-
rectly acquired from the data however, it has low resolution therefore, in case of closely located sources or
when coherent multipath exists it provides poor performance [82]. On the other hand, ML is asymptotically
optimal, however, it is computationally complex due to multidimensional search over the multipath compo-
nents of each signal [83]. On the other hand, in [81] and [84], it is shown that MUSIC performs better than
conventional beamforming and maximum entropy methods in general. [85] indicates that subspace rotation
(SR) methods of Toeplitz approximation and an ESPRIT variant are statistically less ecient than MUSIC.
Simulation results in [86] and measurements in [87] indicate that MUSIC provides better performance in
the context of angular estimation accuracy and error variance when compared to Capon’s method and min
norm algorithm especially when the array element number is low i.e., below 10 antennas. Moreover, Capon’s
method requires matrix inverse computation which can be computationally expensive for large arrays. Note
that, under the condition that the interference source of interest is isolated from other signals by a signal iden-
tification process, MUSIC is asymptomatically ecient [83] and it can be implemented to arrays of arbitrary
geometry while methods such as ESPRIT are applicable over some special arrays [88]. Therefore, MUSIC
provides a good trade o in terms of estimation accuracy, stability, a priori requirements, computational cost
which also makes MUSIC and its variants one of the most implemented method [77].
When the hardware and digital signal processing (DSP) perspectives of the implementation of DOA
systems, especially when the subspace methods are considered, direction estimation of multiple signals be-
comes possible under the condition that the number of sensors are more than the impinging signals. More-
over, simultaneous sampling via separate RF front ends and designated DSP hardware blocks for each sensor
indicate the ideal system configuration for high performance DOA estimation. Therefore, majority of the
applications assume large number of sensors and accompanying circuitry [77]. On the other hand, adaptive
DSP techniques applied to process the data received from the antenna array increase the system complexity,
and hardware components such as analog to digital converters and DSP chips consume a considerable amount
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of DC power when there is a separate DSP circuitry for each channel. Moreover, as number of channels con-
nected to the array elements is also a cost increasing factor, thus these systems become more complex and
expensive [13]. When the array sensitivity is also considered, as the number of antennas increase, the eect
of mutual coupling gets worse [89, 90]. Besides, estimation performance degrades as the receiver circuitry
gets larger, because it becomes harder to keep the calibration settings same through the measurement for each
receiver block even if they are identical [91] and in general, additional sensitivity mitigation techniques are
introduced to the system to overcome these problems [92]. Thus, even though DOA estimation systems intro-
duce important advantages for wireless communications systems, their high complexity, power consumption,
size, cost, and mobility problems can prevent their feasibility.
3.1.1 Related Work
The relationship between the sensor number and the incident signals is one of the areas that some
progress can be made towards the solution of implementation issues of DOA estimation systems for wireless
communications. Initially, three beamforming algorithms are implemented over a single-port, electronically
steerable, four-element monopole switched parasitic antenna (SPA) array for base-station tracking in mo-
bile communications [93]. Direction estimation resolution improvements for SPA are achieved by employ-
ing MUSIC instead of beamforming and extending the system to five and seven element monopoles [94].
Later, [95] developed a handheld direction finding device based on electronically SPA radiators for the fixed
frequency channel of 2.484 GHz. Moreover, a significant reduction in the number of receivers is achieved
by a passive sensor array that utilizes time-varying preprocessing of the sensor outputs [96] and it is proved
in [97] that when sequential sampling is applied, only two receivers are sucient to localize multiple sources
with the MUSIC method. Later, a switch antenna array system is introduced as a substitute to the multi-
channel array in which sequential sampling with a single receiver using a time-varying steering vector model
is utilized to localize multiple narrowband targets [98]. On the other hand, a direction finding system based
on received signal interpolation over a single receiving channel is proposed and simulated in [99]. Another
single channel direction finding system for sonar and radar applications that employs phase shifting and spe-
cific DSP hardware is proposed in [100]. A two-antenna DOA estimation system inspired by the human ear
from the perspective of antenna isolation can be found in [101] and an application of MUSIC algorithm to
the detection of life signs via a two antenna setup is introduced in [102].
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3.1.2 Proposed Method
Some progress is achieved towards compatible DOA systems to satisfy the requirements of com-
mercial wireless communications systems. However, aforementioned problems along with the inflexibility
of the antenna arrays prevent DOA applications to become a general and feasible solution. On the other
hand, the developments on DSP techniques led to advanced portable measurement systems that are capable
of capturing and recording wideband complex signals over the wireless spectrum. These systems, along with
the wideband antennas that emerged concurrently, can constitute the basis for a wireless signal DOA esti-
mation system which covers the frequency bands of interest with a single receiver deployed at one location.
Therefore, in this chapter, a two-antenna single RF front-end DOA estimation system which adjusts antenna
spacings adaptively based on the frequency of interest is proposed. Moreover, instead of introducing a fixed
number of sensors or antennas, the proposed system extends the sensor locations by shifting the antenna sys-
tem from initial measurement position to new measurement points and benefit from the sequential sampling
process. Thus, by trading o a justifiable extension to the total measurement time with significant reduction
in system complexity, a certain level of DOA estimation performance is achieved. We chose MUSIC method
as the DOA estimation technique in our system due to its applicability to the arbitrary arrays and sensor direc-
tion characteristics, along with the aforementioned advantages. Also note that the eect of mutual coupling
is significantly low when compared to the multi-channel arrays and single channel systems are also easier to
calibrate [100].
A measurement setup is developed depending on the system model provided in Section 3.2 and ex-
tensive measurements are conducted by changing various setup parameters. Note that, majority of the appli-
cations in the related literature are based on simulations that could not include the factors such as calibration
errors [103] which can introduce significant impact in the system performance. Moreover, the research on
the field also lack of detailed parametric analysis depending on real measurements which should provide in-
sight about the performance of the DOA methods with changing parameters such as antenna spacing, antenna
number, measurement duration, wireless technology deployed to access the spectrum, line of sight (LOS) and
non-line of sight (NLOS) conditions. In this study, the DOA estimation performance of the proposed system
is provided in detail based on measurement results for major communications systems such as cellular tech-
nologies and wireless local area network, Bluetooth, cordless phone, and digital video broadcasting (DVB)
signals. A measurement setup for a four antenna pseudo-Doppler system is also developed for performance
comparison purposes. The applications areas of the proposed system include deployment at base-stations
for mobile user direction estimation, as compact carry on systems for wireless network field engineers to
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estimate high-resolution direction of arrival of interference signals or transient signals such as intermodula-
tion products, and as a part of public safety communications systems for mobile device tracking in extreme
situations.
3.2 Proposed System
The proposed system consists of two identical, omni-directional wideband antennas mounted on a
scaled platform, an electronic switch, a controller board, a commercially available handheld super-heterodyne
spectrum analyzer with complex signal (I/Q data) recording capability, and the DOA estimation component
as depicted in Fig. 3.2. The system components prior to the DOA estimation block provide data acquisition
via sequential sampling over the single channel. This step of the process is achieved as follows: First, the
distance between two antennas are set to a fixed value (d). Second, after the initial measurements are taken
from both antennas, they are shifted to the next measurement point together as a single entity. The distance
of each antenna, from the initial measurement point is a pre-measurement set, user defined, fixed value i.e.,
x. Third, again, as the measurements are taken from each antenna, the d distanced antennas are shifted to
the next data measurement point which is again x away form the previous location. This process is repeated
until the user defined number of shifting points are covered as illustrated in Fig. 3.2.
The initial antenna placement and the following shifting operations can be accomplished automati-
cally via an electronically tuned mechanical steering mechanism which can be mounted to the scaled platform
or manually by mounting the antennas to the predefined points on the scaled platform and by shifting the pair
as the measurements are completed at each measurement point. In [13] it is indicated that independent wire-
less channel paths at each antenna can be achieved when the antenna spacing is half-wavelength or more.
Therefore, antenna spacings can be adjusted with reference to the fractions of the wavelength, . In the pro-
posed system,  can be simply computed at the receiver using the wavelength equation,  = c= fc, where, fc is
the center frequency that the receiver is set, and c is the speed of light. Then, this information is used to cal-
culate the exact values of d and x as these parameters are selected as fractions of  by the user. Secondly,
d and x are transferred to the controller board along with the switching time (which defines the duration
of measurement at each antenna) and the total number of shifting operations to be conducted. Finally, the
controller commands the mechanical system to set the antennas to their initial positions and the data acqui-
sition procedure will be started. Note that if the total number of shifting operations and the total number of
measurements taken are defined by L and M consecutively, the maximum number of measurements will be
M = 2(L+1) under the condition of d=x < Z+. The number of total measurements will be M = 2(L+1) K
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in case of d=x 2 Z+, where K is the total number of shifting operations where antenna 1 in Fig. 3.2 is
shifted exactly to the position which was held by antenna 2 before the shifting operation. These special cases
can be easily computed in advance at the receiver as the user choses d, x, and L before the measurement
procedure is started and measurement duplications can be avoided by only taking measurements from the
antenna 2 when antenna 1 is allocated to the previous antenna 2 position after a shifting operation.
The super-heterodyne receiver is set to data recording mode during the data acquisition stage and it
is tuned to the user defined fc and frequency span. Received signal is combined with a signal from the local
oscillator by a mixer and down converted to an intermediate frequency (IF) at the antenna input as depicted in
Fig. 3.2. Note that, mixer is a device with non-linear characteristics, therefore, the RF attenuator and the low-
pass filter at the input circuitry aim to prevent mixer gain compression, distortion and block high-frequency
signals from mixer input. Next, the IF gain is introduced to compensate for the input attenuator losses. Then,
the input signal is digitized and transferred to the DOA estimation block through the central processing unit
(CPU) of the receiver. On the other hand, the input signal is also sent to the IF filter which is a bandpass
filter that operates as a window to detect signals. IF filters bandwidth is defined as the resolution bandwidth
(RBW). The following envelope detector rectifies the signal further and its output is converted to the video
signal by the video filter which operates at the selected video bandwidth (VBW). Finally, the received signal
is displayed on the device screen.
DOA estimation accuracy therefore the system performance is dependent on the quality of receiver
hardware and accurate estimation necessitates that the received signals are processed in an identical manner.
Therefore, the receiver must be highly linear and coherent in terms of frequency response, mixing and sam-
pling operations [13]. One of the main factors that aect the coherency is the instruments internal timebase
which determines frequency reference and time domain recording fidelity. The ovenized, high-performance
crystal oscillator of the spectrum analyzer provides necessary performance in these terms. Moreover, the
digital filters of the spectrum analyzer have identical transfer characteristics. Therefore, the synchronization
errors due to hardware components are minimized. Other factors that aect the measurement performance
are impedance mismatch between the system components and the voltage standing wave ratio. These are out
of the scope of this work, however the catalog information that will be referenced in the next section will
provide the information required regarding to these characteristics of the utilized hardware components.
When the DOA estimation process is considered, assuming that there are D plane waves from the
directions of f1; : : : Dg impinging on the antenna at the mth measurement point, the received signal can be
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expressed as
xm(t) =
DX
n=1
sn(t)e jk(xm sin n+ym cos n) + nm(t) (3.1)
where k = 2= is the wave number, sn(t) is the complex envelope of the varying signal, xm and ym are
the coordinates of the mth measurement point with respect to a reference point such as the origin of the
utilized coordinate system, and nm(t) is the additive noise introduced to the system. The data recorded at each
measurement point constitutes each row of data matrix formed at the data construction module of the DOA
estimation block based on the signal model which can be given as
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where 8m; n : (xm; ym; n) = xm sin n + ym cos n, m = 1; : : : ;M and n = 1; : : : ;D. This expression can be
represented in a simpler notation of
x(t) = As(t) + n(t); (3.2)
where A = [a(1); : : : ; a(D)] is the M  D array response or steering matrix and a(n) is the steering vector
for the signal impinging from the direction of n. The real valued covariance matrix of the received signal
becomes
Rx = Efx(t)xH(t)g = APAH + Efn(t)nH(t)g; (3.3)
where H represents Hermitian transpose and P = Efs(t)sH(t)g. Assuming that the noise and the incident
signals are uncorrelated, Efn(t)nH(t)g can be written as mR0 where m is one of the eigenvalues of Rx, and
R0 is the normalized noise covariance matrix. Under the assumption that M > D, APAH becomes singular,
thus the determinants can be written as jAPAH j = jRx   mR0j = 0. On the other hand, the impinging signals
can be uncorrelated or some of them can have correlation of a certain degree. Therefore, P can be assumed
to be positive definite, i.e., 8z; R(zHPz) > 0, where z is an arbitrary non-zero complex column vector. Also
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considering that A is full rank, APAH should be nonnegative which can only be satisfied when m = min,
where min is the minimum eigenvalue in Rx and it can be written as
Rx = APAH + minR0; min  0: (3.4)
When the wireless signals are considered, noise can be assumed as additive white Gaussian noise with zero
mean and variance 2n, therefore minR0 = 
2
nI, where I is the M  M identity matrix. On the other hand,
APAH has a rank of D, therefore its positive valued 1; : : : ; D eigenvalues will be followed by M   D zero
eigenvalues. Since APAH = Rx   minR0, eigenvalues of Rx are constituted from the eigenvalues of APAH
but shifted by min. Thus, the minimum eigenvalue min in the Rx is repeated N = M   D times. If em are the
eigenvectors of Rx, 8em : Rxem = mR0em and APAH = Rx   minR0 leads to APAHem = (m   min)R0em.
When m is min, APAHem = 0, and AHem = 0, indicating that the eigenvectors associated with min are
orthogonal to the space spanned by the steering vectors of A. Therefore, N-dimensional noise subspace
spanned by N eigenvectors En = [eD+1 : : : eM], and D-dimensional signal subspace spanned by the steering
vectors are disjoint. Considering that a() is the continuum of all possible steering vectors, the squared
Euclidean distance jEna()j2 should converge to zero, thus the DOA spectrum can be obtained from
PMU() =
1
aH()EnEHn a()
(3.5)
and the detected peaks at the spectrum will correspond to the DOA of the incident signals. Note that, for
the wireless signals, multipath eect due to reflection of the waves through the communications medium
leads to angular spread and causes performance degradation for DOA estimation [104]. This problem can be
partially mitigated by spatial smoothing [105] which provides optimal performance when the array elements
are identical and uniformly spaced [106]. Therefore, spatially smoothed covariance matrix is given by
Rs =
1
X
X
x=1
Rx; (3.6)
and in this work, the recording is divide into X = 10 subarrays. The eigenvalue decomposition and the rest
of the DAO estimation process is applied over Rs as indicated in Fig. 3.2 and [107] can be consulted for the
details of this process.
The total measurement time is an important parameter that should be considered for the proposed
system because complexity, size, and cost reduction along with the frequency band coverage flexibility is
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achieved by extending the measurement time and procedure by including the switching and shifting oper-
ations via sequential sampling. When the time taken by the DOA estimation process is excluded from the
calculations, total measurement time, TM , for a classical antenna array system which has separate RF front-
end and signal processing block for each antenna will be equal to the data recording duration of the system
which is defined by the switching time, TS , in the context of the proposed system. However, when the
sequential sampling is applied the total measurement time becomes
TM = MTS + LTL; (3.7)
where TL is the time that each shifting operation takes. Therefore, while it takes TM = TS = 50 milliseconds
(ms) for a =2 spaced 8-antenna array system to complete the measurement, when d is set to 2, x = =2,
and TL = 5 seconds, TM becomes 15:4 seconds for the proposed system. Increased total measurement
time for the sake of reduced cost and complexity dictates that the signal channel occupancy statistics is an
important criterion for the feasibility of the introduced system. When the wireless communications signals are
considered, the channel occupancy durations vary depending on the type of the transmission. For instance,
some transient signal components and intermodulation products may occupy the channel for a couple of
hundreds of milliseconds while the average channel holding time is around three minutes especially for
cellular systems [108]. Therefore, the proposed system can achieve DOA estimation objectives set, when
the system parameters such as d, x, and TS are selected accordingly. Note that, if the system was based
on solely single antenna, there would be a tremendous increase in the total measurement time. Moreover,
it is possible to have a DOA estimate with measurements only from two antennas thus, the system can
provide direction information for signals that occupy the spectrum for very short time depending on initial
measurements conducted before the shifting operation is initiated. Moreover, the allocation errors would be
more than 2-antenna system when the single antenna shifted because, x is a function of d in the proposed
system therefore positioning errors during the shifting is limited. If there were more than 2 antennas, the
total system complexity including the switch and controller mechanisms, switching combinations would
increase and coupling between the antennas would becomemore of a problem. Therefore, 2-antenna approach
balances the trade o between complexity and the measurement duration.
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3.2.1 Simulation Analysis
The proposed system is first simulated in MATLAB. A set of random binary phase shift keying
(BPSK) sequences are generated and transmitted them over a synthetically constructed wireless channel
based on ITU-R M:1225 outdoor to indoor model. The d is set to  and x = =2, TS is selected as 25 ms.
Shifting operation is assumed to be conducted twice, therefore for M = 5, L = 2 and for TL = 3 seconds,
the TM = 6:125 seconds. The angular spectrum for various signal to noise ratio SNR values and arrival angle
of 40 are shown in Fig. 3.1. The simulation results not only indicate the feasibility of the proposed system
but also shows that as the SNR increases, the angular spectrum sharpens and the estimation error reduces
significantly.
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Figure 3.1: MUSIC simulations: eect of the SNR
3.3 Measurement Setup
A measurement setup is developed to investigate the DOA estimation performance of the proposed
system by a parametric analysis, considering measurement parameters such as SNR, signal bandwidth, signal
center frequency (consequently ), d, x, LOS and NLOS cases.
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3.3.1 The Measurement System
The measurement system consists of Anritsu MT8222A BTS Master handheld spectrum analyzer
with complex signal (I/Q data) recording capability [109], a Mini Circuits ZSWA-4-30DR 4 input - 1 output
switch, one Parallax controller card with BS2-IC micro-controller [110], a tuple of Anritsu 2000 series omni-
directional antenna set to cover the wireless communications bands of interest, a Dell Vostro 1520 laptop
computer, one 5 Volts power supply, cables, and connectors.
Figure 3.3: Switch and the controller
First, two d distanced antennas are connected to the 2 inputs of the ZSWA   4   30DR switch
which is fed by the 5 source. The control ports of the switch is connected to the Parallax controller card
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which triggers the switching operation between the antennas. The switching operation and the its speed is
controlled by the preprogrammed micro-controller which is mounted to the card after the controlling program
is loaded to the chip on a computer. The data sheet in [111] can be consulted for further information on the
switch characteristics and control port configuration. The chip is programmed with the BASIC programming
language. Close up view of the controller, switch, and the cables can be seen in Fig. 3.3. Then, the output of
the switch is connected to the MT8222A BTS Master spectrum analyzer which is set to the complex signal
recording mode during the measurements. The amplification, filtering, downconversion and baseband digi-
tization is achieved by the super heterodyne receiver architecture of the spectrum analyzer. The calibration
of the system depends on the initial antenna array response however, it should be noted that an additional
estimation error due to dierences between array manifold used by the DOA estimation algorithm and the
true manifold is inherently introduced to the system [91, 103].
Figure 3.4: 2-Antenna DOA estimation system: 2.4 GHz measurements (=2, LOS)
The DOA estimation algorithms are not embedded to the spectrum analyzer currently. Therefore, the
rest of the processes that follow the measurement procedure is completed o-line. Collected data is dumped
to the laptop computer via the spectrum analyzer’s universal serial bus interface for autocorrelation matrix
calculations and signal DOA estimation processes based on the system model introduced in Section 3.2. The
specifications of the spectrum analyzer during the measurements can be found in Table 3.1. The sampling
rate and consequently the eective bandwidth of the recording is selected depending on the bandwidth of the
signal aimed to be received. For instance, eective bandwidth of 25 MHz is selected for WLAN 802.11g
signals which occupy 20 MHz bandwidth in the 2:4   24:8 GHz range ISM band. As the measurement
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system is set to theses initial conditions, shifting operation of the antennas are conducted manually and the
linear array is formed. Plastic insulators are also deployed to fix the antenna positions and to minimize the
electromagnetic scattering and diraction. The general view of the setup during the WLAN 802.11g LOS
(=2) measurements -except the laptop computer- can be seen in Fig. 3.4.
Table 3.1: Measurement setup: handheld spectrum analyzer features
Frequency Range 100 kHz to 7.1 GHz
Tuning Resolution 1 kHz
Frequency Span 10 Hz to 20 GHz including zero span
Sweep Time 10 s to 600 seconds in zero spanautoset in non-zero span
Resolution Bandwidth (RBW)
1 Hz to 3 MHz in 13 sequence 10%,
(1 MHz max in zero-span) (3 dB bw)
autoset in non-zero span
Video Bandwidth (VBW) 1 Hz to 3 MHz in 13 sequenceautoset in non-zero span
Sampling Rates [MSPS] 9.25 11.1 12.95 14.8 50
Corresponding Eective Bandwidth [MHz] 5 6 7 8 25
On the other hand, an Agilent ESG signal generator is employed to generate and transmit the wireless
signals1 along with a laptop computer to transmit and receive Bluetooth signals, a microwave oven, and
a DECT 5.0 Panasonic cordless phone as interference sources transmitting in the 910 MHz-2.4 GHz ISM
bands.
3.3.2 Signal Parameters and Setup Allocations
In this section, the list of measurement parameters such as generated signal types (standards), re-
ceiver antenna distances (d), SNR, and the details of the geometrical setup are given. The list of the signals
generated and the related measurement parameters are listed in Table 3.2. Note that, the generated signals
and transmission parameters in the table are selected based on the uplink (UL) requirements of the relevant
standards. The transmission frequencies are also selected from the UL transmission list approved by the Fed-
eral Communications Commission (FCC) in the United States (US) except the ATSC based DVB which is
only downlink (DL). For instance, 849 MHz center frequency for GSM/EDGE signals is one of the GSM-850
UL frequencies which is frequently used in US rural regions.
The independence between the receiving paths of each antenna is related to the antenna distance
(d) and theoretically, as the distance increases, better independence between the receiving paths therefore,
1 [112] can be consulted for further technical information
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Table 3.2: Measurement setup: wireless signal parameters
Signal Type BW[MHz] Cent. Fr.[MHz] =2[in] [in] 2[in]
GSM/EDGE 0.2 849 6.9510 13.9021 27.8041
WCDMA 5 1712 3.4471 6.8942 13.7884
cdma2000 1.25 1930 3.0577 6.1155 12.2309
LTE 4 1980 2.9805 5.9610 11.9221
WLAN (802.11g) 20 2440 2.4186 4.8372 9.6745
Bluetooth 1 2460 2.3990 4.7979 9.5958
DECT 5.0 1.728 1920 3.0737 6.1473 12.2946
ATSC b. DVB 6 800.31 7.3739 14.7479 29.4957
increased non-singularity at the correlation matrix and better performance is expected. To be able to evaluate
the comparative eect of this factor, the measurements are conducted for d = =2, , 2.
When the channel conditions are considered, in LOS case, it is known that there is exactly a direct
path between transmitter and all receiving antennas. There can also be some indirect paths, and in NLOS case,
there is no direct path between transmitting antenna and all receiving antennas. However, there is at least one
indirect path between transmitting antenna and all receiving antennas. Through the measurement process,
four dierent allocations therefore, four dierent settings are created to test the performance of the proposed
system. While two cases represented narrow angles (close to 10) between the transmitter and the receiving
system, the second tuple represented relatively larger angles. Another distinction between the allocations is
whether there is a direct path between (LOS) or not (NLOS) between the transmitter and receiver which has
vital eect on the performance of every DOA estimation systems. The geometrical parameters of each setting
can be seen in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Measurement setup: transmitter & DOA estimator allocation
LOS/NLOS Longitude[ft.] Latitude[ft.] Angle[Degrees]
LOS 25.4265 5.24934 11:66
NLOS 19.357 5.24934 15:17
LOS 49 80 58:51
NLOS 128 468 74:7
Measurement environment has also an important eect over the performance of the proposed system.
The transmitters are fixed location in the laboratory environment which has scattering surfaces such as metal
panels, other measurement and calibration equipments, tables, chairs etc. Therefore, the environment for
the transmitter is a highly reflective indoor environment. On the other hand, receiving system can either be
in a less reflective environment such as a corridor or in the same room with the transmitter. It should be
noted that performance of any DOA system will be eected from the heavily reflective nature of the indoor
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environments and the measurement settings in this case, can be assumed to be the bottom line performance
circumstances for such systems. Therefore, it would be valid to assume that the angle estimation performance
of the proposed system will increase as the system is deployed outdoors when the eects of reflected signal
components will be lesser on the main component. The measurements with the listed ds, for x = =2 and
each signal type at the SNR values of -20 to 20 dB (with increment of 5 dB) seen at the receiver, for both
of LOS/NLOS channel conditions (for Bluetooth and DECT 5.0 no NLOS measurements are included) in 4
listed settings at Table 3.3 are conducted for parametric analysis of the proposed system.
3.4 Measurement Results
Multiple measurements are conducted when the proposed system is allocated to each specific setting
i.e., signal type and corresponding spectrum analyzer configuration, SNR, d, and setup positioning. One
of the important parameters is measurement duration at each antenna. This parameter is TS = 20 ms unless
the measurement duration itself is not the investigated parameter. Note that, total measurement time can be
extended or shortened based on other system requirements such as expected transmission period peculiar to
the observed wireless communications system as discussed in Section 3.2.
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Figure 3.5: E vs. shifting: GSM, =2
The measurements are repeated 10 times for each setting and the main performance evaluation
metric for the proposed system is the absolute expected angular direction estimation error of the two-antenna
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Figure 3.6: E vs. shifting: LTE, =2
measurement system, E = Efj   ˆjg, where ˆ is the estimate of the arriving angle of the signal to the two-
antenna system while  is the actual angle between the transmitter and the cross-section constituted by the
two-antennas. E represents the expected value.
3.4.1 Eects of Shifting and Measurement Duration
The theoretical analysis [83] along with the supporting simulation and measurement results [77,
82] indicate that the resolution and the signal DOA estimation performance of the MUSIC method increases
with the increasing SNR, sample number (measurement duration), array element number (M), and antenna
spacing (d). The eect of shifting operation, therefore, array element number constituted by sequential
measurements on the estimation performance is considered for one narrowband (GSM) and one wideband
signal (LTE). d and x are selected as  and =2 sequentially. Under the LOS conditions defined in Ta-
ble 3.3, starting first with no shifting, antennas are shifted 2 times. The angular estimation error E for each
case and increasing SNR is shown in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 respectively for both signals. In both cases, there is
a significant reduction the estimation error between the no-shift case and first shifting operation and a slight
performance improvement is achieved as M reaches from 4 to 5. Note that, the proposed system performs
better for GSM signals than the LTE as the SNR increases because it is known that MUSIC performs bet-
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Figure 3.7: E vs. data length: LTE, =2
ter under narrowband signal condition due to the fact that, in contrary to the wideband signals, waveform
amplitude can be assumed to be constant over full aperture of the antenna array under narrowband condi-
tions [113]. Therefore, for M = 4 and SNR = 15dB, in case of GSM E = 1:68 and for LTE 2:48 which is
also compatible with the indoor measurement results listed for a 4-antenna multi-channel system for BPSK
signals in [114]. On the other hand, as the SNR reduces below 0 dB, a sharper reduction in the performance
is observed for GSM signals when compared to LTE (M = 4 and SNR =  5dB, GSM E = 18:87, LTE
E = 13:51), because narrowband signals are aected from the changes in the noise variance more than
wideband signals.
A performance comparison should be done considering the increasing d vs. the eect of shifting,
because E also declines as the d increases. In this case, no shifting is made, and measurements are taken
from 2 antennas only. Therefore, it should be investigated if the eect of shifting can be compensated by in-
creasing d. The estimation error performance given in Fig. 3.12(a) which investigates the eect of changing
d will provide the comparison information for the LTE LOS case. In Fig. 3.6, in case of no shifting, d = ,
which corresponds to the middle performance plot in Fig. 3.12(a). The next step in Fig. 3.6 is to conduct one
shifting operation and increasing M to 4 while next step in Fig. 3.12(a) is d = 2. A close analysis of each
case indicate no significant performance dierence between two cases below  5dB, however, in between
 5dB and 0dB, switched system performs nearly 4 better than d = 2 case. After this point, as the SNR
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Figure 3.8: 4-Antenna pseudo-Doppler system setup (NLOS)
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Figure 3.9: WLAN (802.11g) pseudo-Doppler system data (LOS)
increase, E is halved in the switched system, i.e., for 10dB SNR, shifting system E = 3:82, while it is
7:5417 for d = 2 spaced 2-antenna case. Finally, it should be noted that more computational power will
be consumed in shifted case because data recorded M = 4 will be processed instead of M = 2 for the latter
one. However, the measurement results indicate the worth of the trade-o between computational power and
error mitigation.
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Figure 3.10: MUSIC & pseudo-Doppler comparison
The eect of measurement duration on E is investigated again based on LTE signals, and M = 2(no
shift), d = =2 in Fig. 3.7. The measurement durations at each antenna is selected as 10 ms, 20 ms, and
40 ms consecutively. A performance increase around 10 can be seen at the  10 dB - 5 dB interval when the
measurement duration is increased from 10ms to 20ms. A couple of degrees of error are still recovered at the
higher SNR values. This trend can also be seen between the 20 ms, and 40 ms measurements however, this
time the error reduction is not as significant as the former case, for instance, e.g., E = 9:4968, E = 8:036
consecutively when the SNR = 10 dB. A comparison between the eect of the measurement duration vs.
increasing d would also give insight for the selection of the system parameter to be tuned or adjusted to
improve the estimation performance of the system. 20 ms plot in Fig. 3.7 corresponds to the d = =2 in
Fig. 3.12(a). Measurement results indicate that, when the data length is doubled to 40 ms for d = =2, a
performance improvement around 3 is achieved when compared to the d =  in Fig. 3.12(a) for negative
SNR values. As the SNR increases to the positive region, this margin reduces down to 1 indicating that no
significant performance improvement is achieved when compared to increasing d.
3.4.2 Comparison with The Four-Antenna Pseudo-Doppler System
The performance of the proposed system is compared with another single RF front-end DOA esti-
mation method which is called pseudo-Doppler DOA system [78]. This method is selected for comparison
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considering its widespread deployment for direction finding in commercial systems and system level simi-
larity to the proposed system. On the other hand, there is an extensive literature on the comparison of the
eigenvalue decomposition based methods, therefore, replacing the MUSIC algorithm with an another eigen-
value method is excluded from the analysis.
Pseudo-Doppler system employs 4 or more omni-directional antennas which are switched consec-
utively to create a Doppler frequency shift which leads to the estimation of the direction of arrival of the
wireless signal [79]. Four  spaced 2:4 GHz ISM band antennas are connected to the 4 inputs of the ZSWA-
4-30DR switch and the system is configured to the WLAN (802.11g) parameters listed in Table 3.2. Pseudo-
Doppler system measurements are conducted for both first (LOS) and second (NLOS) allocations listed in
Table 3.3 and the setup for NLOS case can be seen in Fig. 3.8. Note that, antennas are allocated in a square
form because better performance is achieved when competed to the linear configuration in this topology.
When the system parameters considered, minimum switching time that is available is 1 ms, however, it is
selected as 2 ms considering the burst duration of the WLAN signals and each burst recorded from each of 4
antennas can be seen in Fig. 3.9 along with some interference introduce by other in-band transmissions. The
peak change in the frequency (Doppler shift in Hertz) of the system is given by
Fc =
2r fc fr
c
; (3.8)
where fr = 125 Hz (2 ms at each antenna) is the frequency of rotation, r = =
p
2 (3.4204 inches) is the
radius of the antenna rotation, fc = 2:44 GHz is carrier the frequency of the transmitted signal, and c is the
speed of the light [115]. Under these conditions, the maximum shift becomes Fc = 555:3536 Hz. The
estimation error of the pseudo-Doppler system is shown along with the proposed system results for WLAN
signals, d = , M = 2 (no shift) case in Fig. 3.10. Even though at the high SNR (20 dB) region both methods
perform relatively close, for 5 dB SNR and LOS , E = 11:1986 for the proposed system and E = 24:02
for the pseudo-Doppler method indicates significant performance dierence. The E of the 2-antenna system
under NLOS conditions are slightly above of the LOS performance of the pseudo-Doppler system. e.g., for 5
dB SNR, E = 33:5808 for the proposed system while NLOS performance for the pseudo-Doppler method
is E = 48:27 .
As the eect if shifting operation and other parameters discussed, now the performance of the pro-
posed 2-antenna system will be considered for various wireless communications systems under LOS and
NLOS conditions considering the changing d.
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3.4.3 LOS Measurements
The E of the proposed system for the signal types of WCDMA, cdma2000, ATSC based DVB,
GSM/EDGE mixed signals, LTE, WLAN (802.11g), Bluetooth, and DECT 5.0 under LOS conditions are il-
lustrated from Fig.3.11(a) through Fig.3.12(d). Each figure consists of three plots which shows the estimation
error for the d of 2, , and =2. When all 8 plots are considered together, it can be seen that the estimation
error reduces down as the distance between two antennas (d) increases. This result is consistent with the
previous theoretical work [77, 83]. On the other hand, as the SNR reduces down below 0 dB, the error starts
to incline with a more increasing slope. For WCDMA and cdma2000 signals, as of very low SNR =  20
dB, the proposed system can not provide any direction information. For other signals, this point is achieved a
little bit earlier, i.e., GSM/EDGE, WLAN, and DECT 5.0 reach this point at  5 dB while ATSC based DVB,
LTE and, Bluetooth reach at  10 dB.
If it is assumed that each figure is divided into two from 0dB SNR, for all the signals we can see
that until 5 dB SNR the E goes on reducing sharply (or increase of negative SNR values, this trend will be
in the terms of increasing E as indicated above) and then, as the SNR increase through the 20dB range, error
reduces down with a lower but stable slope. In general, while the error was in the margin of 10 to 25 for 0
dB SNR, through 20 dB range, for all antenna distances and for each signal type the E is around 5.
When the d is considered, for SNR values of 5 dB or higher, if the d =  or 2, estimation
error levels below 10 for all signals except for WLAN; in d =  case, for 5 dB SNR, error is just above
10 and below 15. This characteristic of the WLAN signals stems from its wideband nature which leads to
worse scattering characteristics especially under indoor measurement conditions when considered to the other
signals transmitted. For particularly d = =2, as the SNR reaches to 20 dB, the angular estimation error
settles down to the 5   10 margin, closer to 5 in general, which is also compatible with the experimental
measurements listed in [72] under similar conditions.
3.4.4 NLOS Measurements
When there is no direct path between the transmitter and the receiving antennas, all the received
signal components are comprised from reflected waves. Therefore, not only eigenstructure based methods
e.g., MUSIC but also every other signal DOA estimation method experience serious angular estimation per-
formance degradation.The Ek of the proposed system for the same signal types under NLOS conditions are
depicted trough Fig.3.13(a) to Fig.3.14(b). Bluetooth and DECT 5.0 are excluded from NLOS analysis due
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Figure 3.11: LOS measurements: pt.1
to their short range characteristics. Each figure consists of three plots which shows the estimation error for
d = 2, , and =2.
When the d = =2 case excluded, ATSC, GSM/EDGE, and WLAN, the E is less than 25 as
the SNR reaches to 10 dB. For the rest of the signals, under same conditions the upper bound for angular
estimation error becomes 35. However, the proposed system cannot provide any information regarding
to signal DOA below 0 dB SNR when there is no direct path between transmitter and any of the receiver
antennas for all signal types.
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Figure 3.12: LOS measurements: pt.2
In case of d = =2, 15 dB of SNR is required to be able to reduce down the E below 30 for
cdma2000, WCDMA, and LTE signals. For the rest of the signals, under the same conditions, the error upper
bound becomes 25. As the SNR increases to the level of 20 dB, average estimation error reduces down
below 25 for all signals and each antenna configuration.
In conclusion, a two-antenna, single receiver DOA estimation system based on switched antennas
and sequential sampling is proposed for wireless communications signals. The proposed system performs bet-
ter than the pseudo-Doppler system however, under LOS conditions, pseudo-Doppler system over-performs
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Figure 3.13: NLOS measurements: pt.1
the NLOS performance of the 2-antenna system. On the other hand, the 2-antenna system performs slightly
better for narrowband signals when compared to the wideband signals and this is an expected results when
the MUSIC method is considered. There is an important performance dierence between LOS and NLOS
cases in general which is due to the lack of direct path between signal source and the DOA estimation system.
The 2-antenna system performs considerably well for positive SNR values for LOS conditions, however, a
certain level of confidence is achieved for very high level of SNR in case of NLOS. Note that, improvements
in the estimation performance can be achieved by increasing the total measurement time and shifting oper-
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Figure 3.14: NLOS measurements: pt.2
ations also taking the channel holding durations into consideration. Tracking the DOA under the condition
of mobility, multiple user scenarios including the coherent signals, and investigation of the eect of angular
spread due to multipath fading channels are the open areas to be investigated in terms of system eciency.
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CHAPTER 4
AN AUTOREGRESSIVE APPROACH FOR SPECTRUM OCCUPANCYMODELING AND
PREDICTION BASED ON SYNCHRONOUS MEASUREMENTS
4.1 Introduction
RF spectrum allocation ineciency is an important problem when the increasing demand for more
wireless bandwidth due to growing number of users and prevalence of the wideband applications are taken
into consideration1. Cognitive radios (CR) introduce solutions to the problem via spectrum sensing methods
which employ secondary users (SUs) in the spectrum when it is not occupied by the legacy or primary
users (PUs). Even though the spectrum sensing procedures provide the information about the status of the
wireless channels, modeling and prediction of the communications activity can contribute to the spectral
eciency improvement eorts. Channel status prediction information can be used by SUs to decide the
sensing periods and channel occupation durations in single channel sensing scenarios [116]. Beside that,
based on prediction information, SUs can select the channels with higher probability of vacancy in multi-
channel wideband sensing scenarios [117] and PU occupancy models can be used as empty channel indicators
replacing the spectrum sensing procedures [118].
The PU behavior modeling research followed the spectrum measurement campaigns and one of the
main approaches is the continuous-timeMarkov chain modeling (CMCM). For example in [119], initially a 5-
state CMCM is applied over simulated data considering the medium access control (MAC) layer requirements
and assuming Poisson distributed trac. Moreover, time-domain bursty transmissions of wireless local area
network (WLAN) signals are also modeled via CMCM indicating generalized Pareto fit for idle (OFF) periods
[120]. Later on, a constrained Markov chain process is proposed with throughput and collision analysis
for unslotted trac model [121]. On the other hand, the constrained partially observable Markov decision
process (POMDP) is modified for unslotted systems assuming that the number of the channels monitored
are fixed and PU activity is exponentially distributed [122]. In [123], duty cycle, first order Markov chains
and periodicity detection methods are used to investigate the availability of a certain amount of bandwidth
1The content of this section is publishes in [108]. Copyright for these publications can be found in appendix C.
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equal to the sensed frequency bands. A 2-state Markov model is also proposed indicating hyperexponential
distribution for real measurements [124]. CMCM is also used for PU behavior modeling when active PU/SU
numbers are known [125].
Beside the Markovian approaches, solutions of multi-armed bandit problem are also adapted via a
regret function to the spectrum modeling assuming PU occupancy is Pareto distributed [126]. A proactive
channel access method is also proposed based and ON/OFF processes which are exponentially distributed
[127]. Duty cycle analysis in time domain is conducted by using the geometric and log-normal distributions
[116] and a spectrum modeling and prediction framework is proposed in [128] assuming the PU activity is
Poisson or exponential distributed. [129] proposed a neural network model over the multilayer perception
predictor with two hidden layers which is simulated for spectrum prediction assuming that the PU trac is
Poisson distributed.
The Markovian modeling processes can be categorized as either restricted models that modeling
parameters such as number of PUs are known [125] or models limited to the slotted/unslotted bursty trans-
missions over a single channel [119–121]. In multi-channel scenarios, the channels are assumed to be in-
dependent [122, 128]; however, this may not be the case especially for adjacent frequency channels [130].
Moreover, the general assumption of PU ON/OFF times are Poisson and exponential distributed is based on
a MAC layer method proposed for spectrum agility over package transmission rates [131] and may not be
valid for spectral occupancy at each section of the wireless spectrum. For instance, based on real-time mea-
surements [132] indicates Beta distribution characteristics. Finally, beside the time and frequency, another
orthogonal dimension of the electrospace is the location [133]. In the literature, several studies on modeling
eorts conducted at dierent locations in dierent times indicate that location information can be used during
the modeling procedures [130, 134]. Beside that, in [135] the authors investigated the distribution charac-
teristics of the channel vacancy durations and proposed a pattern mining algorithm based on synchronous
measurements at dierent locations.
In this chapter, we applied the binary time series prediction approach to a set of wideband spectral
measurements conducted at four dierent locations in a synchronous manner [108]. The proposed autoregres-
sive method enables us to compare the prediction of spectral occupation at four dierent locations through
modeling parameters (e.g., model order and observation duration) and prediction performance for each lo-
cation are studied in a comparative manner. Note that, this study does not require having any knowledge
of the characteristics of the signals captured in contrast to several studies in the literature [136, 137]. In
addition, the proposed method does not assume any specific distribution about the wireless signals recorded.
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It is shown that the proposed method performs reasonably even for low model orders. This stems from the
fact that dependency of the frequency channels are also taken into consideration by including the channels in
pairs here. The prediction analysis for each location is given comparatively with respect to observation time.
The prediction performance is also compared with the CMCM.
4.2 Measurement Setup
4.2.1 Measurement Equipments, Setup, and Locations
The measurement setup and settings used are identical for each location and a Rohde & Schwarz
FSH6 Portable Spectrum Analyzer (SA) is connected to a laptop via a USB-optical cable. The SA is also
connected to a very high performance discone antenna (AOR DA5000) with a 700-3000 MHz frequency
range and omni-directional horizontal receive capability. Data was collected concurrently in four dierent
geographical locations starting at 6:00 PM local Qatar time (GMT+3) March 19, 2009 and ending 6:00PM
March 22, 2009 [138]. The four locations are designated Location 1 to 4 and selected to represent dierent
environments in the Doha, the capital city of Qatar. Location 1 is located in the west of Doha, and comprises
a number of educational campuses surrounded by vast open and generally flat spaces with some construction
work going on. There are no commercial/residential buildings or areas in the vicinity. Location 2 is in the
south east of Doha and is a busy commercial area. Dierent radar (aviation) and communications systems are
deployed and as such it is an electromagnetically rich environment. Location 3 is closer to what is considered
the downtown of Doha and consists of high towers (average 30 floors +) and large commercial centers in
addition to a hospital and a police station. Location 4 is in the south of Doha and consist of factories and
workshops. For each location,(72 hours of continuous recording with one data set generated per minute)
4320 dierent readings of the 700   3000MHz spectrum are collected during the measurement campaign.
The clock of each measurement setup is synchronized prior to placing them in their respective measurement
locations.
4.2.2 Measurement Settings and Procedure
As stated earlier, one of the most prominent contributions of this study is the perfect synchronization
for each measurement taken from four dierent physical locations simultaneously. In order to achieve such a
synchronization between the measurements, the device capabilities such as sweeping time for the frequency
band to be captured, resolution, capturing period, dumping time, and transferring the measurement to the
computer all should be calculated and taken into account. Note that some of these parameters in recording
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step can be dierent and some of them (such as frequency resolution) can be same for each measurement
setup at every location. Therefore, a buer period upon the completion of the transfer of the measurement to
the computer is essential so that the synchronization between measurements is maintained. Given all these,
it is found out that when sweeping time is set to 128msec and resolution bandwidth is set to 300kHz for
a span of 2:3GHz of center frequency at 1:85GHz, perfect synchronization between dierent measurement
campaigns can be established. In light of these, the time duration between each consecutive measurement
start for each setup is set to one minute. It is also important to state that especially for cellular band over
which the trac carried is mainly voice oriented, one minute provides a very good resolution to capture the
occupancy statistics since average channel holding time is around three minutes. Interested readers might
refer to [138] for further information on the measurement setup and results.
4.3 Proposed Method
Spectrum occupancy and opportunities can be considered to be complementary notions. From this
point of view, it is crucial to investigate what the main parameters of the spectrum are and how they are
related to each other. Obviously, because power spectrum is of concern, frequency and received power are
two prominent parameters. Received power is a function of transmitter receiver separation; therefore, space
must be included into the model as well. Finally, because the occupancy pattern of spectrum changes in time,
the model needs to take into account time as another parameter. It must be noted that for a specific frequency,
received power and occupancy statistics evolve at dierent rates in time. For instance, generally speaking,
user equipments need to know what the spectrum opportunities would be in the next time slot when they
reside within the same physical region. Even though the user equipment is in motion in general and many
statistics change due to mobility, the space parameter mentioned above can still be considered as constant for
very small time slots so that the occupancy prediction can be established. Therefore, it is reasonable to think
that some of the very slowly changing (or not changing at all) parameters can be represented with constants
in order to fine-tune the model for dierent cases.
In parallel with the statements above, the model is desired to be as general as possible in such a
way that it can handle multiple frequency bands simultaneously (and degenerate to one single band scenario
as a special case). Moreover, the model should be independent of the transmission technologies while it
can still support the history of the occupancy (if available). Therefore, the proposed model does not need
to have a priori knowledge on the communication environment such as bursty transmissions in time, spread
signals, or continuous control channel transmissions. It is important to state here that, absence of such a
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priori information will reduce the model complexity. However, an irreducible error can still be observed in
the performance since especially in downlink cellular bands control channels are active most of the times.
Such measurements which do not actually contain any user activities will mislead the model and cause false
alarm rate to increase in an irreducible manner.
In light of the aforementioned discussions, from the perspective of spectrum sensing, it is important
to know if the wireless channels are occupied (busy) or unoccupied (idle). Therefore, the proposed method
treats the previous available occupancy status as either busy or idle and this process can be represented with a
binary time series which can be obtained by hard-clipping the underlying process, namely the power spectrum
observed for a specific location in time [139]. The hard-clipping step is established by employing a threshold,
where the underlying process Ft is transformed into binary series S t given by
S t =
8>>>><>>>>:
0 if Ft < 
1 if Ft  
(4.1)
where  is the threshold and t is the time index. Note that the performance of the wireless signal detectors are
out of the scope of this study however, selection of detection threshold is an important issue. Either analytical
and empirical methods can be followed [140] but, especially for extensive measurement campaigns with
wideband spectrum recording, empirical methods are preferred due to their simplicity. Besides, estimation of
the parameters such as the noise variance and SNR are not required for empirical methods [128]. Therefore,
in this study the empirical threshold which is 3dB above the noise floor of the recording equipment is selected
similar to the threshold introduced for the extensive measurements at dierent locations in [130].
When the modeling procedures considered, if H is defined as the number of the past observations
considered in modeling procedures, collecting H observations in its memory, the proposed method strives to
obtain a binary time series model which accommodates the aforementioned properties in this section. There-
fore, employing a linear regression would be natural choice, since it allows to consider multiple frequency
bands simultaneously and in this study, the dependency in frequency is introduced by modeling the adjacent
channels in pairs as indicated in Fig. 4.1. When the binary data in hand considered, direct implementation of
the generalized linear models can become problematic because the expected value of the process may exceed
the interval of [0; 1]. Therefore, in order to overcome this problem, linear regression of past observations can
be evaluated by logit transformation [141] to search for probability of channel i to be occupied at the time
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instant t by:
P(S it = 1jSt 1;St 2; : : : ;St p) = 11 + e M ; (4.2)
whereM is the autoregression defined as in [142]:
M = a0 +
dX
j=1

A jSt  j

+ n; (4.3)
with the coecient matrices A j, error vector n, intercept (or oset) a0, model order d, and the past val-
ues observed St  j. In fact, (4.3) can be written in a more compact form as M = AsF + n , where A =
[a0 A1 A2 : : : Ad] and sF = [1 STt 1 S
T
t 2 : : : S
T
t d]
T [142]. Replacing M in (4.2), the problem can be
presented in the following form:
t =
1
1 + e (AsF +n)
: (4.4)
The nature of binary data in hand forces one to take the statistical characteristics of the noise (shock)
term n into account. The stochastic variables which denote the noise can be assumed to be independent both
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Table 4.1: Model order selection for spectrum occupancy data in four locations
Mean Residual Error AIC
Loc.1 Loc.2 Loc.3 Loc.4 Loc.1 Loc.2 Loc.3 Loc.4
Model (M)
a0 + A1St 1 + n 0.0825 0.0766 0.0818 0.0831 595.7188 566.3450 563.3363 590.7037
a0 + A1St 1 + A2St 2 + n 0.0775 0.0821 0.0523 0.0515 572.9014 560.5617 603.1760 587.4660
a0 + A1St 1 + A2St 2 + A3St 3 + n 0.0597 0.0625 0.0504 0.0125 551.6575 551.2957 568.0403 583.3040
of each other and of the data in hand. Moreover, the noise terms are assumed to be identically distributed and
modeled via a logistically distributed probability density function accordingly, which is fn(x) = ex=(1 + ex)2
with N(0; (2=3)) [141, 143].
4.4 Numerical Results
The monitored spectrum covers continuously occupied bands such as some of ultra high frequency
(UHF) TV channels, barely occupied navigation channels, unlicensed bands, and cellular bands. The detailed
analysis of the occupation statistics of these bands at each location can be found in [138]. The focus of
this study is to predict the spectrum occupation under dynamic use. Therefore, the proposed modeling and
prediction approach is implemented over the GSM-900, UMTS cellular bands and 2:4 GHz ISM band.
First step of applying the proposed autoregressive method to the recorded measurements is the selec-
tion of the model order that will be used throughout the modeling and prediction stages. The criteria such as
Pearson residuals, mean response residual magnitudes, and Akaike information criterion (AIC) can be used
for this purpose [141]. We employed mean of the response residual magnitudes and AIC which is given by
AIC(d) = K ln(det(e)) + 2N2d where e is the noise covariance vector, N is the number of the frequency
channels recorded, K is the size of the system memory in which the bits of binary time series can be stored
and selected as 5 megabits to be able to hold the information recorded in four locations. The determinant of
e is defined by det( ) and reliability condition of N2d  KN is also satisfied [144]. Models, criteria and
corresponding parametric values are listed in Table 4.1. As can be seen in Table 4.1 in general third-order
model provides better results. Note that, due to space limitations, only the table attaining to GSM band results
is shown. However, similar results are observed for other bands.
Secondly, after determination of the model order, we investigated the impact of observation time
(which can also be considered to be history, H) on the prediction error in each location. The prediction
error of the first hidden measurement with respect to observation time is shown in Fig. 4.2. Each point in
Fig. 4.2 represents the mean of the prediction error which is calculated by Pe = EfjS t   Sˆ t jg at each location.
Keeping in mind that the irreducible error mentioned earlier especially for GSM bands, it can be inferred
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Figure 4.2: Prediction error vs. observation time
from the figure that while half an hour of training or observation time is sucient for Location 1 and 2,
up to two hours of observations are needed for the other locations. Next, the prediction performance of the
proposed method is investigated. In order to evaluate the performance next ten minutes for two consecutive
frequency points of uplink GSM channels are considered with the observation time of 30 min for Location
2. The results are illustrated in Fig. 4.3. Note that, the binary nature of the input data eects the prediction
mechanism in two aspects: First, when there is no history information available, the threshold corresponds
to the case of maximum uncertainty. However, since logistic transformation is required, the value of the
threshold is calculated according to (4.4). Secondly, the modeling procedures may not immediately track the
changes in the binary states and initial prediction of the state of the channels becomes prune to error. This
issue can be addressed by optimizing the selection of parameters such as model order.
Finally, for comparison purposes, as the most common modeling tool, a Markov chain is imple-
mented. Even though it is shown that there is no significant performance improvement achieved for higher
order Markov chains [117], in order to have a fair comparison the Markov chain that is used is designed to
store the last two bits of the occupancy status history. Hence, the Markov chain implemented consists of the
following four states along with their inter and intra-state transition probabilities: f00g,f01g,f10g, and f11g.
Prediction for Markov chain is established by evaluating the training data in hand. The prediction perfor-
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Figure 4.4: Autoregressive vs. Markov chain prediction in location 2
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mance comparison is given in Fig. 4.4 only for Location 2 due to the space limitations, considering dierent
observation intervals and the first hidden measurement. Note that, while the prediction error is close for the
short observation durations, the autoregressive modeling approach outperforms the CMC as the observation
duration is increased because while CMC updates its modeling parameters sequentially or step by step un-
til the end of observation duration, autoregressive method uses the whole observation information at once
considering the observations in two frequency channels together as pairs.
In conclusion, modeling and prediction eorts can contribute to the solve the spectral eciency
problem. Proposed autoregressive approach shows that beside time and frequency, location information
should also be considered to optimize the prediction performance of modeling processes. This way, the
occupancy statistics (observation time) can be taken advantage of along with the use of fine tuned parame-
ters such as space. As the future work, the linear autoregressive method used will be extended into a new
model including the location as an independent parameter, which will also lead to the direct comparison of
the occupation dierences in each location.
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CHAPTER 5
TEMPLATE MATCHING FOR SIGNAL IDENTIFICATION IN COGNITIVE RADIO SYSTEMS
Frequency spectrum ineciency is an important problem for wireless communications systems1.
Federal Communications Commission’s (FCC) Spectrum Policy Task Force (SPTF) report [5] remarked this
problem and following the SPTF report, FCC issued Notice of Proposed Rule Making that recommends
the employment of communications techniques such as cognitive radios (CRs) to improve the eciency of
spectrum access [145]. The spectrum sensing feature of CRs focuses on detection of licensed or primary
users (PUs) via digital signal processing methods of non-coherent energy detection, coherent techniques
of matched filtering and cyclostationary feature detection [146]. The performance of the spectrum sensing
techniques can be aected from the lack of a priori information and the wireless channel knowledge. Thus,
sensing performance can be improved by the methods that can identify the wireless signals based on the
signal signatures and characteristics.
On the other hand, SPTF report also recommends the improvement of wireless throughput by achiev-
ing signal orthogonality over a range of dimensions named grouped under a domain called as spectrum hy-
perspace [6]. Spectrum hyperspace includes but not limited to frequency, time, space, power, polarization and
code and utilization of these dimensions to improve the throughput requires identification of wireless signals
in the spectrum. Note that, signal identification solely based on energy detection is not possible and matched
filtering and cyclostationary analysis only address some specific features in time and frequency dimensions.
Therefore, beside these three techniques, new methods depending on specific features of wireless signals
should be introduced for signal identification.
A time domain signature correlation based spectrum sensing method which leads to identification of
ATSC digital television (DTV) signals is proposed in [147]. Spectral correlation sensing which depends on
the spectral signatures of the ATSC and NTSC signals is introduced for the 802.22 standard in [148], but no
performance analysis is given. On the other hand, scaling issues (especially vertical scaling representing the
power) of the templates against the signals with unknown power level are addressed in [149] by the employing
1The content of this section is publishes in [155].Copyright for these publications can be found in appendix D.
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the similarity functions based on Frobenius norm, geodesic distance, and Capon’s method measures. These
methods are applied to several scenarios including multiple antennas and frequency division multiple access
based systems [150–152]. Periodogram correlation with a known spectral signature is investigated again
for ATSC DTV signals in [153]. This method assumes that the templates are available to the receiver and
performs well under low SNR however channel estimation is required to achieve optimum results. Radial
basis function neuronal networks and cyclic autocorrelation method are implemented for blind wireless signal
standard identification for software defined radio tools in [154].
In this chapter, template matching method which is widely used in the areas of feature tracking,
face recognition, biomedical signal analysis is proposed for the identification of the wireless signals in the
frequency spectrum [155]. Implementation of template matching methods for signal identification is advan-
tageous from various aspects such as the single color dependency [156], total power computation [157], and
the number of templates to be stored [158]. Template matching is applied to the wireless communications
via template parameter calculation, template scaling and construction, and decision mechanisms. These are
discussed and formulated along with the two new metrics, code block distance (CBD()) and normalized area
correlation (NAC()) which are introduced to identify the wireless signals with the help of template signals
that are held in CR itself. The performance of the proposed method is compared with the energy detection
under fading wireless channels and the performance analysis of the metrics on distinguishing the signals
with similar signatures is conducted considering the wideband code division multiple access (W-CDMA) and
3-carrier cdma2000-3x signals.
Through the rest of the chapter, first the system model is defined in Section 5.1. Secondly, the
proposed method is introduced along with the template matching metrics, decision mechanism, and parameter
calculation procedures in Section 5.2. The performance of the proposed metrics are discussed in Section 5.3.
5.1 System Model
It is assumed that multiple channels or a chunk of the frequency spectrum is monitored. Therefore
transmit signal model can be given by
x(t) = As(t); (5.1)
s(t) = [s1(t); :::; sn(t)]T represents n independent signals and T denotes transposition. sn(t) =
P1
k= 1 bku(t  
kTs)e j2 fc;nt, where n = 1; 2; : : : ;N, j is defined to be
p 1, u(t) is the pulse shaping filter for fn   fn 1
frequency range, bk are the digitally modulated symbols, fc;n is the center frequency given by ( fn 1 + fn)=2,
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and Ts is the symbol duration. A is n  n coecient matrix with ai; j elements where i; j = 1; :::n. After
digital conversion and modulation, each independent signal passes through a dierent channel which can be
modeled as a time-variant linear filter
h(t) =
LX
i=1
hi(t)(t   i); (5.2)
where L is the number of taps for the channel h and i is delay for each tap. It is assumed that the taps
are sample spaced and the channel is constant for a symbol but time-varying across multiple symbols.The
transmitted signal is received along with noise at the receiver. Therefore, baseband model of the received
signal after down conversion also considering the channel model given in (5.2) can be given by
y(t) = e j2t
LX
i=1
x(t   i)hi(t) + w(t); (5.3)
where  is frequency oset caused by inaccurate frequency synchronization and w(t) corresponds to additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) sample with zero mean and variance of 2w. The received signal is sampled
with sampling time (t) at the analog to digital converter (ADC) and discrete-time received signal can be
represented in vector notation by
y(n) = [y(1); y(2); : : : ; y(N)]: (5.4)
The frequency domain representation of the received signal is given by a 2-tuple or pair g(k;Y(k)) where
Y(k) =
PN 1
n=0 y(n)e
  j2k nN is the fast Fourier transform (FFT) over the discrete samples and k = fF1; F2; : : : ; FNg
are the N frequency points of the wireless spectrum. On the other hand, the template signal is given by
yt(t) = x(t) = a1s1(t) and discrete-time template signal becomes yt = [yt(1); yt(2); :::; yt(M)] and the frequency
domain representation of the template is given by the pair t(u;Yt(u)) where Yt(u) =
PM 1
m=0 yt(m)e
  j2u mM is the
FFT of yt on u, u = f1; 2 : : : ;Mg are the indexes of the template in frequency domain, and N  M.
5.2 Proposed Method
] Template matching is one of the fundamental operators in image analysis, computer vision and
finds applications in the engineering field. When the wireless signals considered, it can be defined as solution
to the problem of detecting an object in a two dimensional search space which is constituted by signal power
and frequency [159]. Furthermore, power spectral density (PSD) of a complex signal can be interpreted as
an image which is a single colored discrete plot over a white background. Under these conditions, template
matching is applied most eciently [156]. On the other hand, computation of total power of the image field
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Figure 5.1: Flow diagram of the proposed template matching method
that is correlated with the template increases complexity of template matching procedures [157] therefore, fast
template matching methods are proposed in the literature [163] and in the peculiar case of wireless signals,
total power can easily be calculated. Another important aspect is the number of templates used. If the number
of objects are not limited in some context, applying the template matching algorithms for many templates
can be inecient and time consuming [158]. Moreover, storing an excessive number of templates can be
problematic. Again, in the literature, ecient template matching methods are proposed to overcome these
problems [164]. However, in this peculiar case, number of templates are limited to the number of existing
wireless standards. More importantly, template signals are stored in abstract, i.e, time-domain complex signal
form and the abstract templates can be adjusted in power and frequency consequently. Therefore, there is no
need to hold a dierent template for each signal to noise ratio (SNR) level and frequency span. Templates are
resized or scaled by template scaling and construction methods
The flow digram of the proposed signal identification method is given in Fig. 5.1. It is assumed
that complex baseband or intermediate frequency (IF) recording is acquired by CR. Number of PUs in the
given spectrum are not known. Thus, a wideband spectral signal detection procedure is assumed to detect
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occupant signals and provide a priori information of signal power level and bandwidth. Next, in the template
selection stage, the templates to be used are decided and the abstract templates are found in the database
depending on the bandwidth information for each detected signal provided by the spectral detection stage.
The number of selected templates can be more than one based on the estimated signal bandwidth. Then, in
the template parameter calculation stage, the parameters that will be used for template scaling are computed
by taking the recording parameters such as t, signal power levels, and recorded spectrum FFT size (N) into
consideration. The calculated parameters are passed to the next stage for scaling and template construction
along with the selected template abstract(s). After the template(s) are constructed in frequency domain,
template matching metrics are applied as the templates are slided over the spectrum and the output is sent
to the decision mechanism to decide the type of detected signals. Note that, in case the spectral detection
stage can not detect any signal in the spectrum, the templates will be constructed with the minimum power
level and slided over the spectrum for both signal detection and identification purposes. In this case, only
the templates of the signals that are expected at the monitored part of the spectrum will be constructed. The
scope of the study is limited to template matching metrics, decision mechanism, and template parameter
calculation. Template selection is a straightforward comparison operation between the estimated signal and
template bandwidths. Scaling and construction are also defined as the linear operations on the templates
depending on the calculated parameters. Moreover, a simple empirical threshold can be used for coarse
spectral detection and [140] can be consulted for further information.
5.2.1 Template Matching Metrics
Template matching is applied by shifting a constructed template signal through the spectrum and it
is compared with the corresponding spectral region in order to detect similarities. If the match between an
unknown signal and a template is close enough, the unknown signal can labeled as the template signal [157].
In general, there will not be an exact match because of the phase oset between samples, noise, spatial and
amplitude quantization eects, and wireless channel impairments. Therefore, some metrics are needed to be
defined in order to quantify how well the template signal matches to the signal to be identified on a section of
the spectrum.
If the domain of definition of g(k;Y(k)), 8(k) is [N; Ps], where Ps is the peak signal power detected
in the spectrum and the domain of definition of t(u;Yt(u)), 8(u) is [M; Pt], where Pt is the peak power level
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of the samples of the template, a metric called CBD is defined as [156]
D(; ) =
X
p
X
q
jg(p; q)   t(p   ; q   )j (5.5)
8(p; q) : (p   ; q   ) 2 [M; Pt], where (; ) are the displacement coordinates, 0    (N   M), and
0    (Ps   Pt). Another general means of measuring similarity can be defined using expanded Euclidean
distance of
E2(; ) =
X
p
X
q
[g(p; q)   t(p   ; q   )]2 8(; ); (5.6)
and when (5.6) is expanded
E2(; ) =
X
p
X
q
[g2(p; q)   2g(p; q)t(p   ; q   ) + t2(p   ; q   )]: (5.7)
The term t2(p ; q ) represents a summation of template signal energy which is constant and independent.
The spectral energy over the window area represented by the first term g2(p; q) is generally accepted to be
slowly varying. The second term is cross or area correlation Rgt(; ) =
P
p
P
q g(p; q)t(p   ; q   ) 8(; )
between the spectrum and the template. When the best possible match occurs, the distance between the
digital samples representing the template and the region of the spectrum will be minimum (theoretically
zero) and the cross correlation becomes largest. However, because of the aforementioned eects e.g., the
wireless channel impairments, variations of spectral energy can overshadow the accuracy of the dierence
and the cross correlation can still be large in spite of a template mismatch. This is can partially be avoided by
NAC [156] which normalizes the cross correlation with the total spectral power. NAC is given by:
Ngt(; ) =
Rgt(; )P
p
P
q [g(p; q)]2
 (5.8)
The corresponding region of the spectrum that the template matching metrics are implemented can
also be represented in terms of the template by
g(p; q) , t
 p   
1
;
q   
2
; 

(5.9)
where  is an arbitrary constant which can be selected as 0 <   1, 1 and 2 are the scale factors, and  is
the rotation angle of the signals in the spectrum with respect to the template. In such cases, maxima of the
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cross correlation function have to be searched in the quintuple parameter space (; ; 1; 2; ) which can be
impractical unless reasonable estimates of 1; 2; and  are given [158]. However, peculiar to the wireless
communications, vertical search is unnecessary because a single power value is assigned to each frequency
point and vertical scaling defined by 2 leads to (Ps = Pt) )  = 0. Besides, wireless signals do not exhibit
rotational behavior therefore   0. Taking the measures defined in (5.5), (5.8), and (5.9) into consideration
with the assumptions above, expressions of proximity to a possible match become two metrics of
CBD() =
X
p
X
q

t
 p   
1
;
q
2

  t(p   ) (5.10)
and
NAC() =
hX
p
X
q

t
 p   
1
;
q
2

t(p   )i: (5.11)
5.2.2 Decision Mechanism
The decision problem for the signal identification can be formulated by a binary hypothesis. If there
is no a priori information provided by the signal detection stage, the null hypothesis, H0 indicates that there
is no user in the band and alternate hypothesis, H1 states that the observed frequency spectrum is occupied
by the PU signal same type with the template [160]. In case of a perfect match between the template and the
region under the template, CBD() converges to zero. However, when the wireless signals are considered, if
there is no PU, the average power over the spectrum becomes E[g(p; q)] = 2w. Assuming that the average
power of the template can also be given by PT = 1M
PM
u=1 Yt(u), for suciently large number of samples,
under H0 the binary hypothesis test statistics become E[CBD0()] = j2w   PT j. Secondly, if there is a PU
which occupies the spectrum implying H1, the test statistic becomes E[CBD1()] = jPx + 2w   PT j, where
Px = 1M
P+M
k=+1 Y(k) is the average power of the detected signal. Note that, the perfect match between the
signal and the template will imply (PT = Px) and the test statistics will converge to E[CBD1()] = j2wj.
Assuming that j2w   PT j > 2w, the test based on CBD metric is given by
CBD()
H0
?
H1
c (5.12)
where c is the decision threshold for CBD which should be selected based on the limit values provided. Note
that, if the signal detection stage provides a priori information, if more there are more than one candidate
template, the distinction between H0 and H1 will be determined by the dierence of the spectral signatures
of the wireless signals. Thus, the test statistics become E[CBD0()] = jPx + 2w   PT j and it can be inferred
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that because j2w  PT j > jPx +2w  PT j, the threshold will be selected from a narrower range of values. If the
metric is greater than the selected threshold, it is decided that the signal to be identified is not occupied in the
spectrum and if the it is smaller than c, it is decided that the spectrum is occupied by the candidate signal
which the template is constructed from. Thus, for both cases where the a priori information is available or
not, the probability of detection and false alarm for CBD() can be defined as
PD = P[CBD() < cjH1]: (5.13)
and
PF = P[CBD() < cjH0] (5.14)
When an analysis similar to the CBDmetric is conducted, it can be shown that underH0, E[NAC0()] =
PT2w, and under H1, E[NAC1()] = ((PX + 2w)PT ). Again when the perfect match between the tem-
plate and the signal is assumed, the test statistics will become E[NAC1()] = (P2T + PT
2
w). Taking that
(P2T + PT
2
w) > PT
2
w into consideration, the binary decision test becomes
NAC()
H1
?
H0
n: (5.15)
Therefore, the decision threshold n can be selected accordingly to satisfy the detection requirements. On
the other hand, if the a priori information is available, test statistics will be E[NAC0()] = PxPT + PT2w and
again PxPT + PT2w > PT
2
w will lead to narrower limits. If the metric is greater than the selected threshold,
it is decided that the detected signal is the same signal with the constructed template and if the it is smaller
than n, it is decided that the spectrum is not occupied by the candidate signal. Probability of detection for
NAC() can also be defined by
PD = P[NAC()  njH1] (5.16)
and probability of false alarm will be given by
PF = P[NAC()  njH0] (5.17)
Please also note that probability of missed detection can also be easily calculated by PM = 1 PD and in [153]
it is shown that (5.8) therefore, (5.11) are asymptotically optimal according to the Neyman-Pearson criterion
and approaches to the likelihood ratio decision statistics for large sensing durations.
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5.2.3 Template Parameter Calculation
The analysis in the previous section showed that while constructing the templates, the two param-
eters that should be considered are 1 and 2, horizontal and vertical scaling factors which represent the
frequency and power sequentially. Under these conditions, selecting the complex signal recordings as ab-
stract templates becomes advantageous because of (i) the ability to normalize the template power in time
domain depending on the power level of detected signal, and (ii) the flexibility of adjusting the FFT size
while transforming to frequency domain. Power levels of templates can be selected as a fixed value e.g., 0
dBm during recording stage. Therefore, number of templates are limited to the number of wireless standards
and there will be no need to hold a dierent template for each value of each scaling factor. Normally, such
an approach requires a priori information about the size and/or the location of the signals over the spectrum.
Methods such as two-stage [161] and coarse template matching [162] are proposed to solve this problem
under the image processing research. However, here, 2 becomes the power normalization parameter and can
be calculated by 2 = Ps   Pt. If zt is the abstract complex signal of the selected template, then the template
out of the scaling operation becomes
yt =
p
2zt: (5.18)
Scaling the spectral resolution of the template according to the recorded signal provides horizontal
normalization. The distance between the spectral samples should be the same both for Yk and Yt. However,
this should not be confused with the t or sampling rate Fs. These parameters define the eective bandwidth
and are related to the sampling theorem. The requirement for optimum match is associated with spectral
resolution and can be formulated by N=Bk = M=Bt, where Bk and Bt are eective bandwidths of recorded
signal and template, respectively. Therefore, vertical scaling factor can be given by
1 =
Bt
Bk
; (5.19)
and M can be calculated automatically when the FFT size for the monitored spectrum, N is given.
5.3 Simulation Results
A simulation setup is developed to measure the performance of the proposed metrics. Simulated
baseband signals employ 16 QAMmodulation with the symbol rate of 5 kHz, 1024 symbols are oversampled
4 times and the FFT size (N) is selected as 256. Root raised cosine (RRC) filter with roll-o factor of 0:3 is
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used for pulse shaping. Frequency selective fading channel compatible with the system model proposed in
Section 5.1 is represented by L = 6 taps ITU-R 3G (ITU-R M.1225) outdoor to indoor channel model. Noise
is assumed to be AWGN. Simulations are repeated for 10000 times for each SNR value to be able to examine
the impairment introduced by the random wireless channel.
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Figure 5.2: Probability of detection vs. SNR for CBD()
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Figure 5.3: Probability of detection vs. SNR for NAC()
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A constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detector is implemented based on equations (5.13)-(5.17) in
Section 5.2 for false alarm rates (PF) of 0:001, 0:01, and 0:1 consecutively. In Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3, the
probability of detection (PD) results of the CBD() and NAC() are given for various SNR levels. It can be
seen that NAC() performs better than CBD() due to asymptotic optimality. A certain detection performance
is achieved by CBD() for all PF values as the SNR reaches to  9 dB, and same applies to NAC() for the
SNR of  10 dB. The detection performance of the template matching metrics are compared with the energy
detector (ED) proposed in [146]. CFAR detector is applied again for the signals that are generated by the
same simulation setup and PD results are depicted for various SNR values when PF is set to 0:01 in Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: CBD() & NAC() vs. energy detection (PF = 0:01)
Signals with similar signatures are also considered and signal distinction performance of the pro-
posed metrics are analyzed by applying dierent templates to a candidate signal. The two direct sequence
spread spectrum (DSSS) signals which are commonly confused in the frequency spectrum, especially in the
reverse channel are W-CDMA and Cdma2000-3x signals. W-CDMA signals are spread with the chip rate
of 3.84 mega chips per second (Mcps) employing RRC pulse shaping filter with roll-o factor of 0:22 [165]
and Cdma2000-3x three carrier signals are spread with 3 1:2288 Mcps and shaped by the first order infinite
impulse response (IIR) filter [166]. Peculiar to these signals, wireless channel is simulated by employing the
3GPP typical urban channel model (3GPP TR 25.943 V6.0.0 (2004-12)) to be able to achieve compatibility
in the channel conditions.
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Figure 5.5: CBD(): W-CDMA & cdma2000-3x
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Figure 5.6: NAC(): W-CDMA & cdma2000-3x
Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 illustrates the NAC() and CBD() performances when the primary signal is W-
CDMA and the templates are cdma2000-3x and W-CDMA consecutively. Note that, NAC() again performs
better than CBD() and due to the narrowing down statistics discussed in Section 5.2.2, a certain level of
separation is achieved around  5 dB for CBD() and around  8 dB for NAC(). The simulation results for
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the cdma2000-3x primary signal is similar to the provided case, however these results are excluded due to the
space limitations.
In conclusion, wireless spectrum scarcity is an important contemporary problem and cognitive radio
systems propose solutions to this problem via the spectrum sensing methodology. Better sensing performance
can be achieved by the identification of the wireless signals in the wireless spectrum and unique spectral
signatures of the signals can be utilized for signal identification. In this study, template matching methods
are adapted for the needs of spectrum sensing and the problem of template selection is solved by storing the
abstract templates in complex signal format in the cognitive radio database. Therefore, the number of stored
templates are minimized. Two new sensing metrics are proposed and the simulation results showed that even
for low SNR values, the metrics can detect and identify wireless signals. The metrics can also distinguish the
signals with the similar spectral signatures successfully.
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CHAPTER 6
A RECURSIVE SIGNAL DETECTION AND PARAMETER ESTIMATION
METHOD FORWIDEBAND SENSING
Wireless spectrum became a more scarce and valuable resource due to requirement of more band-
width for next generation networks and because of increasing number of users1. Even though the spectrum
allocation charts indicate that there is not much space left in the frequency spectrum, in practice the spectrum
is not eciently allocated because the communications systems using the frequency spectrum dynamically
such as cellular technologies, are assumed to be transmitting in a static fashion such as in the case of tele-
vision transmitters. Federal Communications Commission’s (FCC) Spectrum Policy Task Force report [5]
investigates underutilization of the spectrum by precise definition of the spectral eciency and makes spe-
cific recommendations for fostering uniform throughput. Moreover, FCC’s Notice of Proposed Rule Making
which is issued after the task force’s report, recommends employment of flexible and reliable communications
systems, such as cognitive radios for ecient spectrum use [145].
The spectrum sensing feature of cognitive radios (CRs) introduces techniques for detecting commu-
nications opportunities in wireless spectrum by the employment of secondary users with low-priority access
to the spectrum. Three signal processing methods used for spectrum sensing are matched filter, cyclostation-
ary feature extraction, and energy detection [146]. First two are coherent detection techniques with better
detection probability than non-coherent energy detection [28]. However, the coherent detectors require a
priori information. Matched filter provides optimal detection by maximizing signal to noise ratio (SNR) but
requires demodulation parameters. Cyclostationary feature detection can detect random signals depending
on their cyclic features even if the signal is in the background of noise but it requires information about the
cyclic characteristics. Energy detection technique is applied by setting a threshold for detecting the existence
of the signal in the spectrum. Even though it is simpler than the match filtering and cyclostationary feature
detection, it requires at least O(1=S NR2) samples for detection [29] and it has fundamental problems: (i)
susceptibility to changing noise levels, (ii) can not distinguish modulated signals, noise and interference.
1The content of this section is partially publishes in [24, 43, 44]. Copyright for these publications can be found in appendix E, F, and
G.
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Therefore it can not treat primary users, secondary users and noise in dierent ways, (iii) can not detect the
direct sequence spread spectrum signals with very low SNR [21].
Initial spectrum sensing methods are mostly designed assuming that only a single channel is sensed.
However, if a block or multiple channels of wireless spectrum is monitored instead of a single channel, more
communications opportunities will become available. Therefore, wideband sensing approach is considered
as an expansion of the spectrum sensing over the wireless spectrum and CR should focus on a wideband
spectrum, if possible. However, introduced sensing methods mostly assumed that a single channel is moni-
tored and the channel frequency response is flat. This assumption does not hold for wideband, multi-channel
scenarios. Moreover, the binary decision mechanism of the sensing methods cannot discriminate multiple
channels from a single one and can lead to the assumption of full occupancy even though the spectrum is not
fully occupied. Thus, spectrum sensing methods cannot be directly applied to the wideband scenarios and
consequently, wideband sensing techniques are proposed.
Despite the aforementioned drawbacks, energy detection can provide lower sensing period than other
methods and it is applicable to multiple channels for wideband sensing. Hence energy detection is the most
studied technique among all sensing methods. Research to improve performance of the energy detectors
includes cooperative sensing with multiple CRs [30] and multi-band joint detection which evaluate each
frequency band separately [31]. Various double threshold methods [25–27] are also proposed to improve
the threshold selection process. Besides, an adaptive threshold setting algorithm is introduced for single
channel duty cycle estimation [32]. On the other hand, [33] defined a system level threshold adaptation
algorithm taking the detection performances of the thresholds selected for previous frequency sweeps into
consideration.
Multiband joint, wavelet, sweep tune, filter bank detection methods are proposed in the litera-
ture [34] and they have several advantages and disadvantaged when compared to each other. Multiband
joint detection and wavelet detection techniques require high sampling rate, high resolution analog to digital
conversion (ADC) blocks which are computationally expensive and dicult to implement, however, rest of
the sensing procedure is achieved simply either by dividing the time data into the bins and applying energy
detection over the power spectral distribution (PSD) of each bin, or by applying wavelet transform over the
PSD. On the other hand, sweep tune approach benefits from the superheterodyne receiver architecture and
sweeps over the frequencies of interest by mixing the output of a tunable local oscillator (LO) with the in-
put signal down converting it to intermediate frequency (IF) range. After a bandpass filter is applied to the
channel of interest, spectrum sensing methods are applied. This method is slow and its sequential moni-
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toring and sensing approach can lead to loss of significant spectrum occupancy information. In filter bank
detection, a set of filters are designed to process the wideband signal and each filter down converts the cor-
responding part of the spectrum. Then, sensing methods can be applied over each part separately. The main
drawback of this technique is the complexity of the parallel filter bank architecture implementation. The
signal processing problems caused by the diculty of providing a certain dynamic range i.e., high resolution
sampling while maintaining the Nyquist sampling rate let to a new set of sensing techniques which conduct
ADC in sub-Nyquist rates and then apply spectral reconstruction on the sampled signal. These techniques
provide a solution to the high speed ADC, however, the monitored spectrum should be sparsely occupied for
these techniques to be successful. Maintaining this criteria can be dicult in many scenarios therefore, some
improvements at the sensing performance should be expected in the Sub-Nyquist domain.
Even though the detection performance can be improved by the methods mentioned above, threshold
selection is the most important process that defines the performance of the wideband spectrum sensing method
because of noise uncertainty. Therefore, in this chapter, it is aimed to investigate how sensing process can
be optimized with the knowledge of the minimum number of parameters. A recursive noise floor and signal
parameter estimation algorithm is proposed. The aim is to define the application case as realistic as possible.
Therefore, instead of focusing on a single communication channel under the assumption of having possible
occupant user is known, it is assumed that the sensing mechanism has no prior information and is able to
sweep a portion of the frequency spectrum which may dictated by regulators or selected randomly. We also
assume that the spectrum can be swept any time of any sampling rate with a resolution bandwidth that will
not lead to the loss of spectral information. The output can be either temporal (I/Q) or spectral data depending
on the configuration the swept spectrum probably contains more than one signal during time of sweep. We
believe that such a case will be realistic, considering the communication bands where the benefits of DSA
techniques will be seen most due to the static allocation of frequencies for dynamic users, such as in cellular
bands and 700 MHz band of public safety/private partnership.
It is assumed that complex baseband or intermediate frequency (IF) recording is acquired from either
a simulated environment or a spectrum analyzer. Number of the wireless signal sources in the given spectrum
are not known. Therefore, as the frequency spectrum of the recording is acquired in the initial stage, a noise
floor estimation procedure applied to estimate the number of the signals. The developed algorithm works
on spectral data and spectral characteristics of wireless signals are used for wireless signal identification; the
decision tree simply constructed depending on signal bandwidth and center frequency and these parameters
are estimated without any pre-requisite, expected bandwidth and center frequency (regulated by FCC) in-
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Figure 6.1: System model of the wideband communication environment
formation is used only for signal classification. Besides single signal identification, the signal identification
application is also capable of identifying multiple signals occupying given frequency spectrum. Information
about the carrier numbers of multiple carrier signals (e.g., multi-carrier CDMA) and information about adja-
cent channel interference are also provided. Developed application also informs the user if the signal has low
SNR value or not.
6.1 System Model
It is assumed that cognitive radio is sensing multiple channels or a chunk of the frequency spectrum
that may be occupied by multiple signals. Therefore, transmit signal model can be given by
x(t) = As(t); (6.1)
where s(t) = [s1(t); :::; sn(t)]T represents n independent signals and T denotes transposition. A is n  n co-
ecient matrix with ai; j elements where i; j = 1; :::n and x(t) represents n transmit signals where x j(t) =Pn
i=1 ai; js j(t). The proposed system model is illustrated in Fig. 6.1 and after digital conversion and modula-
tion, each independent signal passes through a dierent channel as indicated in the figure. The channel for
x j(t) can be modeled as a time-variant linear filter
h j(t) =
L jX
i=1
hi(t)(t   i); (6.2)
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where L j is the number of taps for the channel h j and i is delay for each tap. It is assumed that the taps are
sample spaced and the channel is constant for a symbol but time-varying across multiple symbols. Each of
the emitters in the spectrum can be a legacy user (primary) or a secondary user.
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Figure 6.2: Block diagram of energy detector
Block diagram of proposed the energy detection scheme is given in Fig. 6.2. The transmitted signal
is received along with noise at the receiver. Therefore, baseband model of a single received signal at the input
of the energy detector, after down conversion can be given as
y j(t) = e2 jt[x j(t) ? h j(t)] + w(t) (6.3)
= e2 jt
Z
x j()h j(t   )d + w(t); (6.4)
where ? is the convolution operation and the j at the exponential term is the imaginary unit. When the
channel model given in (6.2) is considered received signal becomes
y j(t) = e2 jt
L jX
i=1
x j(t   i)hi(t) + w(t); (6.5)
where  is frequency oset due to inaccurate frequency synchronization and w(t) corresponds to additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) sample with zero mean and variance of 2w. The composite received signal
then becomes
y(t) =
nX
j=1
y j(t): (6.6)
The received signal is sampled with sampling time of t at the analog to digital converter (ADC) and discrete-
time received signal can be represented in vector notation by
y(n) = [y(1); y(2); :::; y(N)]: (6.7)
where n = 1; :::;N. After the received signal is digitized, discrete samples are squared and averaged to acquire
received signal energy and the estimated energy is compared with the threshold  and the decision is made
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whether the signal is present or not as follows
Ty =
1
N
NX
i=1
(y(i))2 ?  (6.8)
6.2 Performance Analysis of Energy Detectors
The decision problem for the energy detection scheme can be formulated in a binary hypothesis
form
H0 : y(n) = w(n) (no signal present)
H1 : y(n) = h(n)  s(n) + w(n) (signal present) (6.9)
s(n) represents a transmitted signal in the given frequency band and assumed to be independent and identically
distributed (iid) with zero mean and 2s variance. w(n) is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and
assumed to be iid with variance of 2n. h(n) is the temporary amplitude gain of the channel. SNR can be
defined in terms of the signal and noise variance as
S NR = 2s=
2
n: (6.10)
Energy detection theory [35] indicate that Ty is a random variable with central and non-central chi-square
distributed probability distribution function (PDF) under H0 and H1 respectively. When the observation
interval N is large enough, the PDF of Ty can be approximated as Gaussian distribution
f (Ty) v N(2n; 22n=N) (under H0)
f (Ty) v N(2y ; 22y=N) (under H1) (6.11)
where 2y = 
2
s +
2
n. When the derivations in [36] are taken into consideration probability of signal detection
can be given by
Pdet = Q
 p
N=2


2n(1 + S NR)
  1
!
(6.12)
and the probability of false alarm can be written as
Pfa = Q
 
   2n
2n=
p
N=2
!
(6.13)
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Under H1 hypothesis, for a fixed target of detection probability the threshold is derived as [36]
d = 
2
n(1 + S NR)
 
1 +
Q 1(pd)p
N=2
!
; (6.14)
and for a constant false alarm rate (Pfa) the threshold is given by
fa = 
2
n
 
1 +
Q 1(p f a)p
N=2
!
: (6.15)
(6.14) and (6.15) indicate that the threshold estimation is dependent of noise variance, SNR, number of
the samples, and required detection or false alarm probability. Therefore, in the literature, noise variance and
SNR are either assumed to be known or methods to estimate these parameters are proposed. For instance, [37]
proposes a combined approach which estimate the noise floor via histogram first, and then applies a constant
false alarm rate (CFAR) detector. Performance of the thresholds are investigated when an estimate of noise
variance from side or empty bands is used instead of exact values in [36]. Besides, in general it is also
assumed that the noise floor is stationary. However, in practice, this assumption may become invalid due
to the wireless channel and other impairments especially when the multi-band detection is considered. [26]
and [33] introduce the channel impairments in the hypothesis model but these eects are assumed to be either
deterministic or non-fading. On the other hand, in the literature, it is aimed to come up with a single threshold
value. However, especially for the multi-band or wide-band detection single threshold value may reduce the
detection performance.
6.3 Wideband Sensing
Three signal processing methods used for spectrum sensing are matched filter, cyclostationary fea-
ture extraction, and energy detection [29]. First two are coherent detection techniques which provide better
detection probability than non-coherent energy detection however, the coherent detectors require a priori in-
formation. Matched filter provides optimal detection by maximizing signal to noise ratio (SNR) but requires
demodulation parameters. Cyclostationary feature detection can detect random signals depending on their
cyclic features even if the signal is in the background of noise but it requires information about the cyclic
characteristics [39]. Moreover, computational complexities of coherent methods are higher than the energy
detection which leads to sensing duration and sensing period degradation [29].
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Sensing in multiple channels or over the whole uplink channel for FDD systems is necessary for the
signal detection. Coherent detection techniques can not be applied to multiple channels at once. Therefore,
beside the modulation parameters and cyclic features of the implemented technologies, the frequencies of
the communications sub-channels that are assigned by the regulatory organizations over the operational area
should be kept in a database and updated regularly. Under these conditions, applying matched filter and/or
cyclostationary feature extraction to uplink sub-channels in a sequential way will lead to loss of sensing time
and reduce the signal detection probability. Moreover, implementation of hardware and the software that will
execute the coherent detection function and the database will increase the cost and complexity of the radio.
The problems related to the wideband sensing are addressed and solutions based on wavelet ap-
proach [40], compressed sensing [41], and optimization of a bank of multiple narrowband detectors [31] are
proposed. However even though the sensing performance improved, implementations of these methods over
the PSCRs are dicult due to the complexity issues and the hardware/software requirements. On the other
hand, in [24], we adopted the adaptive threshold method from the literature of image processing. The adap-
tive threshold method is employed to determine the level of image intensity boundary for converting the color
or the gray scale images to the binary images. The process is called image binarization [42] and it defines
the threshold as linear function of the first and second order statistics of the data. This approach finds its
validation in the fact that the standard deviation indicates the dispersion level of the spectral data around the
mean value.
6.3.1 Recursive Signal Detection and Parameter Estimation
6.3.2 Noise Floor Estimation and Signal Separation
The frequency domain representation of the received signal is acquired by applying FFT over y(n)
as
Y(u) =
NX
n=1
y(n)e  j2u
n
N (6.16)
where u = 0; :::;N   1. The aim is to define the application case as realistic as possible. Therefore, instead
of focusing on a single communication channel, it is assumed that the wireless equipment is able to sweep
a portion of the frequency spectrum and there is no prior information about the occupant signal(s). It is
also assumed that the spectrum can be swept any time of any sampling rate with a resolution bandwidth that
will not lead to the loss of spectral information. When the focus is on the parameters in hand, it is known
that there are N spectral samples out of fast Fourier transform (FFT) and because of the dynamic range of
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Figure 6.3: Recursive signal detection and parameter estimation block diagram
recording equipment, energy bearing samples lower than the minimum of the equipment’s dynamic range
will be represented at the minimum dynamic range level. These samples accumulated at the bottom of the
spectrum will carry least of the information while the samples with highest power levels will carry most of
the information about the wireless occupant signals. Therefore, it is plausible to divide the signal samples
into two groups: One group starting from the bottom of the spectra until a level of power should constitute
signal base or noise floor and the second group of samples should be evaluated as the information bearing
samples for wireless signals. This approach is considerably dierent from applying a threshold for spectrum
sensing where the threshold can be selected arbitrarily e.g., mean value of the frequency spectrum.
Based on the provided information about the wireless spectrum and the requirements of the wide-
band sensing scenarios, we propose a modular signal detection and parameter estimation method. First, the
proposed method estimates the noise floor and distinguishes the rest of the samples comparing them with the
samples that are marked as noise. Then, the next module estimates the signal parameters such as bandwidth
and center frequency. Next, these estimated parameters are compared with regulatory and wireless standard
based information and detected signals are classified. However, it should be noted that noise cannot be as-
sumed to be stationary over wideband. Therefore, noise uncertainty leads to estimation errors. The proposed
method handles these cases by executing the procedures recursively over the frequency spectrum. The block
diagram of the proposed system can be seen in Fig. 6.3.
Precise noise floor estimation is an extremely important requirement for accurate signal detection.
Considering the two groups of samples, it can be stated that if the frequency spectrum is not fully occupied
by a single signal (i.e., if the captured spectrum is a part of wide band signal, it will be confused with
empty spectrum) then for the empty parts of the spectrum, the samples accumulate at the bottom of the
frequency spectrum will exhibit a denser distribution compared to the samples in the first group due to the
facts mentioned earlier. The denser distribution means lower standard deviation, therefore starting from
the minimum power level, detecting a significant increase in the standard deviation will mark the end of
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noise floor for a given frequency spectrum. However, there are two issues that should be considered: (i)
how to implement decision making process in general, (ii) requirement of a detecting the change of the
number of samples which will determine the noise floor [43]. First problem can be handled by adopting
quantization level approach from the analog signal digitization process: The frequency spectrum will be
partitioned into horizontal segments and all the samples will be grouped depending on their corresponding
segments. Therefore, if the power spectral representation of received signal is defined as Y(n) where n =
1;    ;N, the spectrum can be divided into horizontal segments of:
L =
max(Y)  min(Y)
kY(N)
(6.17)
where k is the standard deviation coecient and can be selected as 0 < k  1, and Y(N) is the standard
deviation of whole frequency spectrum which is defined by:
Y(N) =
vut
1
N
NX
p=1
(Y(p)   Y¯)2: (6.18)
It should be noted that the segment length is adaptive and changes with the general standard devi-
ation of the recorded spectrum. If the standard deviation is high there are more fluctuation in the frequency
spectrum, then, the length of the segments L, become wider to catch the ripples in the spectrum. If the stan-
dard deviation is smaller, then, spectrum is relatively flat, segment length becomes narrower and detection
can become more precise [44]. The second issue that should be addressed is the selection of quantization
levels which will represent the noise. In this case, there is a need to detect the point where a significant
change occurs in the number of samples falls into each quantization level. Assuming that the quantization
levels are listed from bottom to up, in case of a significant reduction in the number of samples in a quan-
tization level, when compared to the previous level, it can be assumed that the noise floor is limited with
the previous level and the samples belonging to the level that the change occurs and the samples of other
higher quantization levels belongs to occupant signals. To this end, when the change detection methods are
investigated, cumulative sum (CUSUM) change detection method becomes a prominent alternative because,
in contrary to the Bayes change detection, it does not require any information about the data distribution [45].
Moreover, CUSUM is not time sensitive, thus, in case of applications which are not time sensitive, CUSUM
can be selected for implementation instead of on-line or o-line change detection methods. Therefore, if
m1;m2; : : : ;mL are the number of samples at each quantization level, the average number of samples per level
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can be given by
m¯ =
1
N
LX
i=1
mi: (6.19)
The cumulative sum can be started with S 0 = 0 and the rest of the cumulative sums can be given by
S i = S i 1 + (mi   m¯) (6.20)
where i = 2; : : : ; L. After each CUSUM value is calculated, the change point where the quantization levels
above the noise floor starts is given by
Smax = arg max
i=2;:::;L
S i: (6.21)
Table 6.1: RNFE confidence levels: S NR vs. k
SNR k0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3
-4 19.13 25.3 19.27 19.27 19.27 19.27
-2 31.61 43.6 30.54 30.54 30.54 30.54
0 53.04 69.2 71.41 71.41 71.41 71.41
2 85.78 92.85 96.52 96.52 96.52 96.52
4 92.48 98.75 98.75 99.10 99.70 99.96
6 94.84 99.64 99.96 99.96 99.96 99.96
8 95.97 99.82 99.96 99.96 99.96 99.96
10 97.99 99.83 99.96 99.96 99.96 99.96
12 98.98 99.96 99.96 99.96 99.96 99.96
14 98.99 99.96 99.96 99.96 99.96 99.96
16 98.99 99.96 99.96 99.96 99.96 99.96
18 98.99 99.96 99.96 99.96 99.96 99.96
20 98.99 99.96 99.96 99.96 99.96 99.96
The confidence levels of the change point detection method has vital importance from the aspect of
signal detection performance. Therefore, we implemented the bootstrap analysis to quantify the confidence
levels of the CUSUMmethod for wideband signal detection [46]. In this context, one of the main performance
defining parameter is the standard deviation coecient, k, which defines the resolution of m1;m2; : : : ;mL.
Therefore, for the average occupancy of 60%, the approximate confidence levels of the CUSUM method for
various SNR levels and k values are given in Table 6.1. Note that, for k > 0:3, same confidence levels are
maintained. Therefore, the table is limited with k = 0:3. The simulation results indicate that, when S NR > 0,
a certain level of confidence above 90% is achieved for all k values.
Channel occupancy ratio has also important influence on the confidence levels. Therefore, the ap-
proximate confidence levels for changing SNR and wireless spectrum occupancy rates are given in Table 6.2
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Table 6.2: RNFE confidence levels: occupancy vs. S NR pt.1
Occupancy SNR
Ratio -4 -2 0 2 4 6
25% 36.7480 74.5660 94.0610 98.7510 99.6580 99.9070
60% 25.3440 43.6100 69.2080 92.8520 98.7490 99.6430
75% 22.5340 24.5370 47.7670 73.0890 93.5080 97.9930
90% 18.9990 20.4360 26.2010 40.6680 65.5230 86.0050
and 6.3 consequently. The simulation results indicate that as the occupancy ratio becomes lower, the con-
fidence levels get slightly better. Actually, when the occupancy ratio reaches to 90%, the system model
converges to the single channel systems in which the proposed method provides no further performance than
the energy detection. Again, as the S NR > 0, a certain level of confidence is achieved for all occupancy rates.
Table 6.3: RNFE confidence levels: occupancy vs. S NR pt.2
Occupancy SNR
Ratio 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
25% 99.9500 99.9670 99.9699 99.9700 99.9730 99.9740 99.760
60% 99.8200 99.8300 99.9620 99.9650 99.9680 99.9690 99.9690
75% 99.1730 99.3970 99.7990 99.80 99.8680 99.8822 99.8990
90% 92.7060 92.9740 95.9640 96.9830 97.1910 97.7850 98.4310
Finally, signal distinguisher module groups spectral data depending on their neighborhood, relevant
to the estimated noise floor. Each signal sample higher than the noise floor is assumed as a information
bearing sample. Signal sample power levels and their sub-grouped series, frequency indexes and noise floor
samples are the input to signal distinguisher. It would be a much more complex procedure if the frequency
indexes were not stored separately, each time the application made a decision about a sample point, the
application would have to search for its frequency index. This is because that the grouping process can not
be handled in sequence. It is not possible to know at which point the algorithm will encounter with samples
belonging to the same group. During the sample grouping frequency index trace has to be followed so that
it should be possible to make bandwidth and center frequency estimation possible at the next stage. Finally
noise power average calculation is also made in this section using the noise floor estimation information
extracted from the initial module. This information is used at the next stage to decide if any detected signal
is low-SNR or not.
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Figure 6.4: Bandwidth estimation performance
6.3.3 Bandwidth and Center Freq. Estimation Module
After the signal groups are constituted, these groups are sent to another module to make decision
on their bandwidths and center frequencies. For each group this module also checks out if this signal is low-
SNR or not. This procedure is handled so that if the signal average power is lower than 10 dBm added to the
noise average calculated at previous module. Signal is accepted to be low power and bandwidth calculation is
made depending on the minimum and maximum frequency indexes. The distance between these two values
are accepted as the bandwidth.
If the signal is not low power, a flexible threshold is applied to the signal. This threshold located
around the average power level of the signal depending on standard deviation of power levels. By this way
it is possible to collect as much data sample as possible and a more accurate result is achieved. At this
point it should be indicated that 3 dBm or 10 dBm thresholds were also applicable however, for low sampled
signals these threshold sampling techniques could not deliver robust enough results. After the samples are
collected again the distance between minimum sample and maximum sample is calculated as the bandwidth
of the signal. For the case of choosing some point between the min. and max., it is possible to encounter a
fluctuation point in power which results with an incorrect estimation for both bandwidth and center frequency.
Again center frequency is estimated as the middle point of these two maximum and minimum points. The
resultant center frequency and bandwidth values are returned to the calling routine in arrays for each data
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Figure 6.5: Center frequency estimation performance
group. Relative bandwidth and center frequency estimation errors in which the absolute estimation error
are normalized with the real bandwidth and center frequencies are given in Fig. 6.4 and 6.5 for various
sensing durations. The simulation results indicate performance improvement as the recording duration i.e.,
the number of the samples introduced at the detection procedure increases. Bandwidth estimation error below
10% is achieved around 6 dB SNR and 1% center frequency estimation error becomes possible for 8 dB of
SNR.
6.3.4 Signal Classifier
Estimated center frequencies and bandwidth information is sent as input to this routine. Signal
classifier holds the regulations on the center frequencies and bandwidths of the signals in addition to some
estimation routines developed for low power and interference signals. For each center frequency-bandwidth
couple the comparison procedure is executed regarding to the regulations and standards with a flexible reso-
lution and range. If the signal is possible to be classified then its information is stored to be passed back to
the calling module. This module could be developed as a part of the bandwidth and center freq. estimation
module, however, because of the fast changes in spectrum allocations and communications technologies, by
making this module separately it will be easy to add new regulation and standard information depending on
time, territory or region.
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Table 6.4: RNFE vs. ED
SNR RNFE ED
PD FA PD FA
-4 0.7390 0.2124 0.7505 0.2257
-2 0.8111 0.1951 0.8060 0.1816
0 0.8400 0.1718 0.8502 0.1737
2 0.8420 0.0555 0.8347 0.0594
4 0.8633 0.0452 0.8568 0.0489
6 0.8818 0.0360 0.8733 0.0351
8 0.8995 0.0308 0.8940 0.0339
10 0.9152 0.0264 0.9077 0.0251
12 0.9293 0.0234 0.9230 0.0236
14 0.9412 0.0208 0.9368 0.0231
16 0.9519 0.0191 0.9471 0.1920
18 0.9613 0.0175 0.9576 0.0191
20 0.9695 0.0168 0.9657 0.0158
6.3.5 Signal Identifier Module and Recursion
Signal identifier is the core module of the proposed method. After completing all identification
processes, signal identifier returns back to the main application with the identified signal information, if
exists. Mainly it calls the previous modules in the sequence of their introduction. However, for some cases,
it has to take an action to make sure that all the signals occupying the sensed spectrum are identified. It calls
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itself for the cases which the bandwidths of the data groups do not fit in any pattern defined by regulations and
standards and if it is certain that these portions of spectrum are carrying some information. Recursive process
of the signal identification module makes the application robust against noise uncertainty and measurement
discrepancies.
Table 6.5: RNFE sensing time
Sensing Time PD FA
1 ms 0.8768 0.0469
2 ms 0.9007 0.0377
4 ms 0.9152 0.0264
8 ms 0.9250 0.0171
The general procedure of recursive algorithm is depicted in Fig. 6.6. Moreover, when all the proce-
dures defined in the context of recursion are applied by the proposed method, the detection performance of the
noise floor estimation module against the energy detection method can be seen in Table 6.4. The simulation
results listed are under the assumption of 60% occupancy, PD and FA represent the corresponding probability
of detection and false alarm rates. Total sensing time is also an important parameter which defines the de-
tection performance. Therefore, in Table 6.5 the probability of detection and false alarm rates for increasing
sensing duration is given.
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Appendix A : Covariance Estimates for Fourth Order Cumulants of OFDM Signals
The asymptotic covariances of sample cumulants can be estimated based on the straightforward
asymptotic covariance expression for the cumulant orders up to k = 3 [68]. However, the covariance estima-
tion becomes a complex procedure for k > 3 due to the combinations of products of the second and fourth
order moments. The estimate of the 4-th order cumulants can be written in terms of moments as [63]
cˆ4y(i1; i2; i3) = mˆ4y(i1; i2; i3)   mˆ2y(i1)mˆ2y(i2   i3)
  mˆ2y(i2)mˆ2y(i3   i1)   mˆ2y(i3)mˆ2y(i1   i2) (A.1)
where
mˆky(ik) ,
1
N
T 1X
t=0
y(t)y(t + i1)y(t + i2) : : : y(t + ik 1); (A.2)
and ik , (i1; i2; : : : ; ik 1). The computation of each entry covfcˆ4y(i1; i2; i3); cˆ4y( j1; j2; j3)g of the c becomes a
computationally consuming process under IN4 . However the computation of the diagonal entries defined by
IM4 is sucient for OFDM signals. If  = i1 = i2,  = j1 = j2, i3 = j3 = 0 and 0    M, the open for of
covariance of cˆ4y can be given in three parts and the first part is consists of covariances of two fourth order
moments as
c1 = covfmˆ4y(; ; 0); mˆ4y(; ; 0)g; (A.3a)
and the second part will be consist of various combinations of covariances of fourth order and second order
moments. The open expression of these terms are given by
c2 = covfmˆ4y(; ; 0); mˆ2y()mˆ2y()g (A.3b1)
+ covfmˆ4y(; ; 0); mˆ2y()mˆ2y( )g (A.3b2)
+ covfmˆ4y(; ; 0); mˆ2y(0)mˆ2y(0)g (A.3b3)
+ covfmˆ4y(; ; 0); mˆ2y()mˆ2y()g (A.3b4)
+ covfmˆ4y(; ; 0); mˆ2y()mˆ2y( )g (A.3b5)
+ covfmˆ4y(; ; 0); mˆ2y(0)mˆ2y(0)g; (A.3b6)
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and finally the third term will be constituted by the covariances of all possible second order moments of the
estimated cumulants as
c3 = covfmˆ2y()mˆ2y(); mˆ2y()mˆ2y()g (A.3c1)
+ covfmˆ2y()mˆ2y(); mˆ2y()mˆ2y( )g (A.3c2)
+ covfmˆ2y()mˆ2y(); mˆ2y(0)mˆ2y(0)g (A.3c3)
+ covfmˆ2y()mˆ2y( ); mˆ2y()mˆ2y()g (A.3c4)
+ covfmˆ2y()mˆ2y( ); mˆ2y()mˆ2y( )g (A.3c5)
+ covfmˆ2y()mˆ2y( ); mˆ2y(0)mˆ2y(0)g (A.3c6)
+ covfmˆ2y(0)mˆ2y(0); mˆ2y()mˆ2y()g (A.3c7)
+ covfmˆ2y(0)mˆ2y(0); mˆ2y()mˆ2y( )g (A.3c8)
+ covfmˆ2y(0)mˆ2y(0); mˆ2y(0)mˆ2y(0)g: (A.3c9)
Therefore the covariance of cˆ4y is given by
covfcˆ4y(; ; 0); cˆ4y(; ; 0)g = c1 + c2 + c3: (A.3d)
The derivation of these three groups can be based on the computable sample approximations of the
asymptotic covariances established in [71] for the mixing discrete-time stationary processes such as defined
in (2.9). The covariance of the moments is defined as
lim
N!1Ncovfmˆky(ik); mˆky( jl)g =
1X
 1
covfy(0)y(i1) : : : y(ik 1);
y()y( + j1) : : : y( + jl 1)g: (A.4)
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Following covfabg = Efabg   EfagEfbg based on (A.4) and replacing the moments with their estimates as
defined in (A.2), (A:3a) can be written as
c1 = covfmˆ4y(; ; 0); mˆ4y(; ; 0)g
 1
N
KNX
= KN

mˆ8y(; ; 0; ;  + ;  + ; )   mˆ4y(; ; 0)mˆ4y(; ; 0) (A.5)
Note that limits of the sum in the (A.5) should satisfy KN ! 1 as N ! 1 and KN=N ! 0 as N ! 1.
In practice, for OFDM systems KN can be selected as KN >  where cˆ2xm ()  0 [63]. The second group
of sample estimates include the covariances of the multiplications of the moment terms and theorem 2:3:2
in [66] expresses such terms in the form of
covfa; bcg = covfbgcovfa; cg + covfcgcovfa; bg (A.6)
and (A.3a) can be written as
covfmˆ4y(; ; 0); mˆ2y()mˆ2y()g
= Efmˆ2y()gcovfmˆ4y(; ; 0); mˆ2y()g
+Efmˆ2y()gcovfmˆ4y(; ; 0); mˆ2y()g
= 2
h
Efmˆ2y()gcovfmˆ4y(; ; 0); mˆ2y()g
i
: (A.7)
Depending on the estimator given in (A.2) and covariance definition in (A.4), similar to (A.5), the covariances
in (A.7) can be expressed in terms of moments as
covfmˆ4y(; ; 0); mˆ2y()mˆ2y()g
= 2

mˆ2y()
KNX
= KN
[mˆ6y(; ; 0; ;  + )   mˆ4y(; ; 0)mˆ2y()]: (A.8)
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When the same derivations are applied to the rest of the equations and after some simplifications (A.3a -
A.3b6) can be written as
c2 = 2



 
2mˆ2y() + mˆ2y( ) + mˆ2y() + 2	mˆ2y(0); (A.9)
where

 =
1
N
KNX
= KN
[mˆ6y(; ; 0; ;  + )   mˆ4y(; ; 0)mˆ2y()]; (A.10)
 =
1
N
KNX
= KN
[mˆ6y(; ; 0; ;    )   mˆ4y(; ; 0)mˆ2y( )]; (A.11)
and
	 =
1
N
KNX
= KN
[mˆ6y(; ; 0; ; )   mˆ4y(; ; 0)mˆ2y(0)]: (A.12)
Note that the IM4 leads to symmetric c therefore for each c entry not all six terms of second groups should
be processed, estimation of the first half would be sucient and the following terms will be replicated as
indicated in (A.9). Similar to the second group, covariances of multiplications of the estimate moments
which consist the third group are in the form of covfab; cdg. According to eqn.(2.3.8) in [66] these terms can
be expressed as
covfab; cdg = covfa; cgcovfb; dg + covfa; dgcovfb; cg; (A.13)
then the (A.3b6) is given by
covfmˆ2y()mˆ2y(); mˆ2y()mˆ2y()g
= covfmˆ2y(); mˆ2y()gcovfmˆ2y(); mˆ2y()g
+ covfmˆ2y(); mˆ2y()gcovfmˆ2y(); mˆ2y()g: (A.14)
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After applying the conversion defined in (A.13) and rearranging all nine terms, (A.3b6 - A.3c9) can be written
as
c3 =2 2 + 2  + 22 + 2 covfmˆ2y(); mˆ2y( )g
+ (  + ) + 2covfmˆ2y( ); mˆ2y(0)g + 22
+ 2covfmˆ2y(0); mˆ2y( )g + 2covfmˆ2y(0); mˆ2y(0)g2; (A.15)
where
  =
1
N
KNX
= KN
[mˆ4y(; ;  + )   mˆ2y()mˆ2y()]; (A.16)
 =
1
N
KNX
= KN
[mˆ4y(; ;    )   mˆ2y()mˆ2y( )]; (A.17)
 =
1
N
KNX
= KN
[mˆ4y(; ; )   mˆ2y()mˆ2y(0)]; (A.18)
 =
1
N
KNX
= KN
[mˆ4y( ; ;    )   mˆ2y( )mˆ2y( )]; (A.19)
 =
1
N
KNX
= KN
[mˆ4y(; ;  + )   mˆ2y()mˆ2y()]; (A.20)
and
covfmˆ2y( ); mˆ2y()g
=
1
N
KNX
= KN
[mˆ4y( ; ;  + )   mˆ2y( )mˆ2y()]; (A.21)
covfmˆ2y( ); mˆ2y(0)g = 1N
KNX
= KN
[mˆ4y( ; ; )   mˆ2y( )mˆ2y(0)]; (A.22)
covfmˆ2y(0); mˆ2y( )g = 1N
KNX
= KN
[mˆ4y(0; ;    )   mˆ2y(0)mˆ2y( )]; (A.23)
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covfmˆ2y(0); mˆ2y(0)g = 1N
KNX
= KN
[mˆ4y(0; ; )   mˆ2y(0)mˆ2y(0)]: (A.24)
Each entry of c now can be computed as the sum of (A.5), (A.9), and (A.15) under IM4 .
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